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Novel Phosphor Development for Alternating-Current 


Thin-Film Electroluminescent Devices 


Chapter 1 


Introduction 


Light emission as the basis for scientific study dates back to the early Greeks 

who investigated naturally occurring bioluminescence from fireflies and glow

worms. V. Cascariola first discovered fluorescence, light emission caused by stim

ulation from an external source, in 1602 while ignoring cobbling duties to dabble 

in alchemy [1]. Cascariola found that light was emitted by the mineral barite after 

it had been exposed to sunlight; we now call this light emission mechanism photo

luminescence. Hundreds of years later in 1936 Destriau found that a ZnS powder 

in an insulating liquid would light up when a voltage was applied to it, thus intro

ducing the first known demonstration of high field electroluminescence [2]. Little 

interest in practical applications of Destriau's discovery was generated until the 

emergence of transparent conductors in the early 1950's. This was closely followed 

by the development of thin-film technology, which shifted the electroluminescence 

(EL) research focus from powders to thin-films [3]. The major difficulty at this 

point of EL development was material stability. 

A major step in solving the EL reliability issue occurred in 1967 with the 

introduction by Russ and Kennedy of the double insulating alternating-current 

thin-film electroluminescent (ACTFEL) device [4]. This is the device structure 

most widely used today. In a double insulating ACTFEL device two insulators 

buffer a phosphor layer. An alternating-voltage is applied to electrodes contacted 

to each insulator and light is emitted when electrons are transported across the 

phosphor layer exciting luminescent impurities. Even with this improved structure 

it was not until 1974 when Inoguchi fabricated ZnS:Mn TFEL devices with good 

characteristics that commercial applications became viable [5], with reliability still 
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the foremost problem. The first commercial ACTFEL display was manufactured 

in 1983 by Sharp [6]. 

Thin-film electroluminescent (TFEL) displays constitute a small subsection of 

the flat panel display (FPD) genre. Other FPD technologies include liquid crystal 

displays (LCDs), plasma displays, and field emission devices (FEDs), with the 

LCD being the clearly dominant market. Compared to LCDs, TFEL displays have 

a wider viewing angle, better contrast ratio, better temperature response, and are 

more rugged. LCD's have lower power consumption, lower voltage requirements, 

cost less, and have full color performance. 

Monochrome TFEL displays have been marketed mostly for instrumentation 

applications and have enjoyed success in the medical and defense markets due to 

their readability and ruggedness. To realize full potential in the flat panel display 

market the development of color displays is required. This has proven to be more 

difficult than expected for ACTFEL display technology. Although color ACTFEL 

demonstration displays were first introduced in 1993 [6], research is ongoing to 

develop brighter and more efficient red/green/blue ACTFEL phosphors. 

This thesis will focus on the fabrication of novel ACTFEL phosphors for color 

displays. Chapter two introduces the ACTFEL device and reviews color ACTFEL 

phosphors, chapter three explains the methods used to fabricate and test ACTFEL 

devices, chapter four is an analysis of various novel ACTFEL phosphors, and 

chapter five presents conclusions and recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 


ACTFEL Fundamentals 


This chapter introduces the ACTFEL device fundamentals and prevailing 

color ACTFEL phosphors. 

2.1 Device Operation 

An ACTFEL device emits light from a thin-film phosphor material which 

experiences a high electric field. The phosphor film, which has been intentionally 

doped with a luminescent impurity, is contacted through top and bottom con

ductors and is buffered by insulators. An AC voltage of variable frequency and 

maximum voltage is applied to induce a high field in the phosphor layer. Photons 

which are generated in the phosphor layer pass through a glass substrate to the 

viewer. Below a certain applied voltage, designated as turn-on, the phosphor layer 

and surrounding insulators simply act as three capacitors in series and no light is 

emitted [6, 7, 8, 9]. 

The physics of ACTFEL device operation above turn-on can be most clearly 

explained via energy band diagram analysis. Figure 2.1 illustrates the energy 

band diagram of an ACTFEL device above turn-on. As the applied voltage is 

increased above the turn-on voltage, the phosphor layer begins to conduct charge. 

The source of that charge is electrons trapped in interface states. As the electrical 

field at the interface between the phosphor and the cathodic insulator increases, 

electrons trapped in the most shallow interface states begin to tunnel emit. Once 

emitted, electrons are swept across the phosphor layer by the electric field, gaining 

energy along the way. 
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Figure 2.1. Energy band diagram of an ACTFEL device. 

Occasionally, a traversing electron collides with a luminescent impurity and 

loses some of its kinetic energy to the impurity. The luminescent impurity becomes 

excited and subsequently decays back to its ground state, either emitting a photon 

or dissipating energy to the lattice as phonons. The transiting electron continues 

to transit the phosphor layer, again gaining energy until it reaches the opposite 

interface and is again trapped in an interface state. This cycle repeats in the 

opposi te direction when the voltage polarity changes [7, 10, 11]. 

Trapped electrons at the anodic interface build up during the application of a 

voltage pulse. When the voltage pulse ends, this accumulation of electrons creates 

an electric field in the opposite direction of the previous, applied voltage-induced 

field. This field causes electrons in the shallowest traps to re-emit, giving rise 

to what is known as leakage charge. When the next voltage pulse of opposite 

polarity is applied, the field from electrons still trapped at the interface is now 

called a polarization field and is added to the applied voltage-induced field. Thus, 

the presence of a polarization field allows electron emission to occur at a lower 
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Figure 2.2. Standard ACTFEL structure 

applied voltage. This succession of events occurs at a frequency of 60 Hz for 

normal operation and 1 kHz for standard ACTFEL testing. The performance of an 

ACTFEL device is typically assessed when it is driven at 40 V above the threshold 

voltage. Threshold voltage is defined as the voltage at which the phosphor layer 

begins to conduct, the threshold voltage equals the turn-on voltage when the 

polarization charge goes to zero. 

2.2 ACTFEL Device Structure 

Figure 2.2 shows a typical ACTFEL device stack consisting of; glass sub

strate, bottom conductor, bottom insulator, phosphor, top insulator, and top 

conductor. Light is generated in the phosphor layer and travels through the bot

tom insulator, bottom conductor, and glass substrate to the viewer. The purpose 

and requirements for each layer are given in the following sub-sections. 
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2.2.1 Glass Substrate 

The typical ACTFEL structure employed has a glass substrate. An inverted 

stack in which the substrate is an opaque material, like silicon, and light is emitted 

through the top insulator and conductor, is also possible [6, 12]. Figure 2.3 shows 

an inverted ACTFEL stack. While an inverted structure can withstand much 

higher processing temperatures than the standard stack (which is limited by the 

temperature at which the glass substrate melts) the standard structure has two 

major advantages over the inverted structure. 

The first advantage of the standard structure over the inverted is the ability 

to use an Al top conductor which enhances the self-healing breakdown properties 

of the top insulator. Self-healing is accomplished by creating localized open cir

cuits around regions of poor insulation caused by pin-holes and other insulator 

film defects [6, 13, 14]. The inverted structure must use one of a few available 

transparent top conductors, none of which enhance self healing breakdown. 

This leads to the second advantage of the standard ACTFEL structure over 

the inverted structure. In order to prevent catastrophic breakdown the top insu

lator in the inverted structure must have a very low defect density. Depositing 

a highly conformal film adds process complexity to the inverted structure that is 

not found in the standard ACTFEL structure. 

If a standard ACTFEL structure is used, the glass substrate must transmit 

visible light and have as high a melting temperature as feasible. High temperature 

sapphire substrates, although available, are expensive. Lower temperature, lower 

cost glass is usually used, enhancing the need for low temperature phosphors. 

2.2.2 Transparent Conductor 

The emergence of the transparent conductor has made display applications 

feasible. It is the next layer in a standard ACTFEL structure and the top layer 

in an inverted ACTFEL structure. Light generated in the phosphor layer passes 
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Figure 2.3. Inverted ACTFEL Structure 

through this film, so it must also have high transmission in the visible region 

of the electromagnetic spectrum. In addition, the transparent conductor should 

have low resistivity to minimize power consumption. Although alternatives such 

as Sn02 or ZnO:AI are available, indium tin oxide (ITO) is most commonly used. 

ITO is composed of 90 wt% I n203 and 10 wt% Sn02, has a resistivity of 50 

ohms/sq and a direct band gap of 3.5 eV [6]. 

2.2.3 Insulators 

The insulators in the ACTFEL structure surround the phosphor layer and 

provide capacitive coupling to the phosphor. Large currents, which would destroy 

the device, are thus prevented from passing through the phosphor layer. Desirable 

characteristics of the insulating layers are those which enhance this protective 

function of the film and have little additional affect on ACTFEL device operation. 
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Voltage dropped across the insulators is wasted, as far as device operation is 

concerned. Therefore, to minimize this wasted voltage (and power) it is desirable 

to maximize the capacitance of the insulating layers. The capacitance of a thin

film insulator is dependant on the dielectric constant and the thickness of the film. 

The capacitance is increased if the dielectric constant of the insulating layer is high 

and if the thickness is minimized. Note that a minimum thickness is needed in 

order to fulfill the insulating function of the film. 

Breakdown characteristics of the insulating layers are also important. A high 

breakdown field is required because above turn-on, regardless of the film's capac

itance, much of the applied voltage is dropped across the insulators. It is also 

desirable for breakdown to occur in a self-healing, as opposed to propagating, 

fashion. If the insulator is of the self-healing variety, a localized burn out will 

not destroy the device as it would in an insulator with propagating breakdown 

characteristics [6, 13, 14]. 

A final requirement for the insulator through which light is passed (the bottom 

insulator for a standard ACTFEL stack) is good transmission, which is not gen

erally a limiting factor for the oxide materials used as thin-film insulators. Table 

1 lists a sampling of insulators commonly used in ACTFEL processing along with 

some characteristics of interest, including a figure of merit defined as the relative 

dielectric constant multiplied by the breakdown field and deposition techniques 

for the films. All of the insulators listed in this table show evidence of self-healing 

breakdown [6]. 

2.2.4 Phosphor Host 

The phosphor layer in the ACTFEL device consists of a host lattice inten

tionally doped with luminescent impurities. The purpose of the phosphor host is 

to provide a framework for the luminescent impurity and a medium through which 

the accelerating electrons pass. In order to accomplish these goals the host must 

conform to the following requirements; the band gap should be within the range of 
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Table 1. Insulators used in ACTFEL devices. 

Insulator 

SiON 

Ta205 

BaTa206 

Y2 0 3 

Al20 3 

ATO 

Er 

6 

23-25 

22 

12 

8 

9-18 

FBD 

(MV jcm) 

6 

1.5-3 

3.5 

3-5 

5 

5-6.7 

ErEoFBD deposition method 

(J1Cjcm2) 

2 CVD 

4-6 sputter 

7 sputter 

3-5 sputterjevap 

4 sputterjevap 

5.5-10 ALE 

3.5-4.5 eV, the lower band gap limit is to ensure that the host does not re-absorb 

emitted light, the upper band gap limit of 4.5 eV is to allow for efficient electron 

conduction across the phosphor. In addition, the host must crystallize at a man

ufacturable temperature and have a fairly defect-free lattice in order to better 

accommodate substitutional impurities, and minimize the non-radiative decay of 

those luminescent impurities. Properties not inherent to the physics of ACTFEL 

operation, but nonetheless necessary for manufacturability, include non-toxicity 

and a non-hygroscopic nature [9]. 

ZnS is the best example of a IIb-VIb compound which acts as a good ACTFEL 

host lattice. Although other IIb-VIb materials have been investigated as possible 

ACTFEL hosts, they all have bandgaps too small to be of practical interest, with 

the possible exception of ZnO which has a bandgap of 3.2 e V. 

II a-VIb compounds have also received significant attention in ACTFEL ma

terial research. These compounds include SrS, CaS, and BaS, as well as the 

corresponding selenides. The selenides are not nearly as well explored because of 

their high toxicity. Members of this group are all hygroscopic to some degree and 

can form toxic H 2S or H 2Se upon contact with moisture. Band gaps of these ma
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terials are within the desired range of 3.5-4.5 eV (except for CaS with a bandgap 

of 4.8 eV and BaSe with a bandgap of 3.2 eV) [9, 15]. 

2.2.5 Luminescent Impurities 

As the source of generated photons, the luminescent impurities are the heart 

of the EL process. Luminescent impurities incorporate substitutionally into a 

host lattice, generally at an optimal concentration of 0.1-2 wt %. For a given 

a phosphor host, an appropriate luminescent impurity can be selected based on 

efficiency, emission color, atomic radius, and ionic valence [9]. 

The efficiency of an impurity atom is based largely on its impact excitation 

cross-section. The larger the cross-section of a luminescent impurity, the higher 

the probability that it will be excited by an electron traversing the phosphor. 

No current theory appears to be able to reliably predict impact excitation cross

sections. 

A luminescent impurity is also chosen based on the characteristic wavelength 

of light emitted. Photon emission can occur when a bound electron is excited 

into a higher energy level and then decays from that excited state back to its 

ground state. The energy difference between the two energy levels determines 

the wavelength of the emitted light. In some cases this energy difference can be 

altered by the atomic environment surrounding the luminescent impurity. The 

altering of energy levels due to the crystal lattice into which an atom is placed is 

called a crystal-field effect [15, 16]. This effect is seen strikingly in a Mn atom, a 

3d transition metal, which can emit red, yellow, or green light depending on the 

host [15]. 

Some light-emitting transitions are not sensitive to crystal-field effects due to 

their electronic shell structure. For example, many lanthanides exhibit electrolu

minescence which originates from electronic transitions from one f-orbital electron 

state to another f-orbital electron state. The f-orbitals in the lanthanides are, to a 

large extent, shielded from the crystal field by outer s-, p-, and d-orbitals. There
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Table 2. Luminescent impurities used in ACTFEL devices. 

Ion 

Mn 

Cr 

Cu 

Eu 

Ce 

Pb 

Tb 

Ion Valence 

2+ 

4+ 

1+ 

3+ 

2+ 

2+ 

2+ 

Radius(pm) [18] 

81 

67 

74 

131 

115 

133 

106 

Color 

red/green/yellow 

red 

blue 

red 

blue 

blue 

green 

Outer Shell 

3d 

3d 

4s 

4f 

4f 

6s 

4f 

fore, the color of light emitted from these intra-shell transitions is not greatly 

influenced by the crystal field [9, 17]. 

Other considerations when matching impurities to hosts include size and va

lence matching. If the size of the luminescent impurity is very dissimilar to the 

size of the host cation it is replacing, it will not fit well into the lattice and lattice 

defects are likely to form. If the ionic valence of the lattice cation and the lumines

cent impurity are mismatched, vacancies are likely to be created to compensate 

for a charge imbalance. These vacancies will change the crystal field in the lattice 

and can lead to color shifting, which mayor may not be desirable [19, 20]. 

Table 2 lists some of the most commonly used ACTFEL luminescent impuri

ties and a few parameters of interest. 

2.2.6 Top Conductor 

The top layer in a standard ACTFEL structure is a second conducting film. 

This film should have a low resistivity (for power consumption) and be easy to 

deposit. It is positioned on the back side of the device so it is not necessary 
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for this conductor to be transparent (unless the ACTFEL device is to be fully 

transparent). Aluminum is the most common choice as it is inexpensive, very 

easy to evaporate and aids in self-healing breakdown by creating an open cir

cuit near an insulator defect. If the ACTFEL device is an inverted structure the 

non-transparent conductor (the bottom conductor in this case) must be a more 

refractory metal, such as tungsten or molybdenum, since it must be able to with

stand all subsequent high temperature processing steps without melting. Reliable 

opaque conductors are not difficult to find and deposit and little ongoing research 

is conducted on this layer of the ACTFEL device. 

2.3 Display Goals 

The following sub-sections specify issues of importance in the research of 

color phosphor materials for ACTFEL applications. 

2.3.1 CIE Coordinates 

In order to evaluate the chromaticity of light and show how colors relate 

to one another the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage created a color map 

in 1931. The color map is based on an integration of the light spectrum. CIE 

coordinates consist of an x and y component and specify a unique position on the 

color map which can be achieved with a variety of different spectral combinations. 

A triangle created by any three points on the color map encloses all the hues which 

can be created by combinations of those three colors [21, 22, 23]. Therefore, such 

a triangle is used to determine the ideal CIE coordinates for the red, green, and 

blue of a full color display. The ideal CIE coordinates for full color ACTFEL 

displays are as follows: green (0.300, 0.600), red (0.650, 0.350), and blue (0.150, 

0.100). These coordinates would put ACTFEL displays well within the range of 

CRT full color displays which have CIE coordinates of; green (0.312, 0.597), red 

(0.624,0.337), and blue (0.157,0.069). 
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2.3.2 Brightness 

The human eye's response to light peaks in the green region of the electro

magnetic spectrum. The eye's high sensitivity to green is followed by red then 

blue. Therefore, the brightness values of the RGB components in a full color 

display should not be equal (if they were equal the eye would interpret them as 

unequal). The ideal ratio of G/R/B, taken from the light response of the human 

eye is 6/3/l. 

Very aggressive brightness goals for full color ACTFEL devices were set forth 

by S. Sun in 1998. These goals are based on the brightness of the dominant 

ACTFEL phosphor material ZnS:Mn, which has yellowish-orange emission. The 

brightness of a high performance ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device (at 60 Hz and 40 V 

above threshold) is approximately 90 fL (310 cd/m2 
) [6, 9]. Therefore, a high 

performance green ACTFEL phosphor would have a target luminance of 90 fL 

(310 cd/m2 
). The other corresponding target values follow as 45 fL (155 cd/m2 

) 

for red emission and 15 fL (52 cd/m2 
) for blue emission. 

2.3.3 Temperature 

Temperature is an important parameter in determining the manufacturability 

of ACTFEL displays. Since in the typical ACTFEL structure the substrate is 

glass, the phosphor material should not be annealed at temperatures which would 

cause warpage of the glass. This effectively limits the processing temperature to 

crystallize the phosphor host to approximately 650°C. Phosphors processed above 

this temperature can be deposited using an inverted structure, but this creates 

additional reliability and manufacturing problems, as well as increased cost, as 

previously discussed. 
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2.4 Phosphor Materials 

A number of materials have been investigated as possible red, green, or 

blue ACTFEL phosphors. The dominant ACTFEL phosphor material is ZnS:Mn, 

which has a yellowish-orange color with CIE coordinates of (0.500, 0.500). The 

ZnS:Mn spectrum is broad and peaks at 585 nm [6]. Since ZnS:Mn is the best 

ACTFEL phosphor known in terms of brightness, efficiency, and stability, all other 

potentially useful ACTFEL phosphor materials are compared to it. 

The starting point for a discussion of red ACTFEL phosphor materials, and 

a good figure of merit to compare the performance of other materials to, is the 

filtered emission of ZnS:Mn. The broad peak of ZnS:Mn extends into the red 

portion of the electromagnetic spectrum enough to yield saturated red emission 

with a brightness of 70 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz after filtering. A non-filtered material that 

approaches this result is SrS:Cu,Eu which gives reasonably good red emission, 

CIE coordinates (0.600, 0.390), and excellent brightness, 91 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz [9]. 

However, the efficiency of filtered ZnS:Mn is 0.8 lm/W while it is 0.5 lm/W for 

SrS:Cu,Eu. 

Green emission can also be obtained from the spectrum of ZnS:Mn. High 

brightness of 160 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz and excellent efficiency, 1 lm/W, are obtained 

from a filtered green-emitting ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. However, the color co

ordinates suffer in this case and the filtered emission at (0.470, 0.530) is nowhere 

near the optimal saturated green. Since ZnS:Mn is so bright and efficient, much 

work has been undertaken with ZnS and other luminescent impurities. One of 

the most successful green ACTFEL phosphors is ZnS:Tb which gives saturated 

green emission with a brightness of 90 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz. However, after significant 

research the stability of this material remains a problem, casting doubt on the 

future of ZnS:Tb as a useful ACTFEL phosphor. Recently, a new green phos

phor material, SrS:Cu,K, has been introduced and appears to hold promise since 

a brightness and efficiency of 52.7 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz and 0.973 lm/W respectively, 

have been achieved with saturated green emission [19]. Further research into this 
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Table 3. ACTFEL devices phosphors 

Material 

ZnS:Mn 
(red) 

CaS:Eu 

ZnS:Sm,CI 

SrS:Cu,Eu 

SrS:Cu,K 

ZnS:Tb 

ZnS:Mn 
(green) 

SrS:Cu,Ag 

SrS:Ce 

CaS:Pb 

(SrO.5CaO.5) 
Ga2S: Ce 

CIE Brightness Efficiency 
coordinates (cd/m2) (lm/W) 

(0.65, 0.35) 70 0.8 

(0.68, 0.31) 12 0.05 

(0.64, 0.31) 12 0.08 

(0.60, 0.39) 91 0.5 

(0.29, 0.60) 52.7 0.973 

(0.30, 0.60) 90 0.6 

(0.47, 0.53) 160 1.0 

(0.15, 0.13) 20 0.15 

(0.20, 0.38) 155 1.0 

(0.14, 0.10) 80 ? 

(0.15, 0.15) 7 0.02 

Problems 

process 
complexity 

refractory / 
unstable 

dim/poor 
efficiency 

color 

thermal 
quenching 

poor 
stability 

color /process 
complexity 

unknown 

color 

reproducibility 

dim/inefficient 
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material system has shown EL thermal quenching effects, defined as a decrease 

in luminance as the temperature is increased, currently limiting its potential for 

commercial applications [24J. However, early results suggest that EL thermal 

quenching problems may be circumvented by proper defect engineering. 

The biggest challenge to full color ACTFEL displays thus far has been the 

lack of an adequate blue phosphor material. Therefore a substantial amount of 

research has been undertaken to find a blue-emitting ACTFEL phosphor with 

good color, brightness, and efficiency. SrS:Ce has long been a material of interest 

with its bright emission of 155-180 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz and efficiency equal to that of 

ZnS:Mn. However, the emission color of SrS:Ce is blue-green and although some

what bluer emission has been demonstrated, a sufficiently bright device of good 

blue chromaticity has yet to be demonstrated. Recent work has been published 

which attributes excellent characteristics to SrS:Cu,Ag namely, CIE coordinates 

of (0.15,0.13) and a luminance of 20 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz. It is currently thought that 

this phosphor may solve the problem of poor blue ACTFEL emission [25, 26, 27J 

Table 3 lists some of the more successful RGB ACTFEL phosphor materials 

[6J. As each performance improvement is made to red, green, or blue materials, 

research efforts must intensify to achieve corresponding improvements to the other 

two colors. Although large advances have been recently made, many more break

throughs are needed to make full color ACTFEL display technology competitive 

in the display market. 

2.5 Fluxing 

A flux agent is introduced into a compound to alter physical properties of 

the material. Traditionally fluxing has been used in sintered powders to increase 

densification by changing the interface energy, increasing grain boundary mobil

ity, increasing the vacancy concentration, or increasing diffusion rates [28, 29]. 

Fluxing is a technique which adds many experimental options to the optimization 

of ACTFEL phosphor materials. Fluxing can be used in a variety of ways to 

http:0.15,0.13
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improve phosphor performance: as a crystallinity enhancer, charge compensator, 

or co-activator. 

Crystallinity in a thin-film can be improved with the addition of a flux agent. 

For ACTFEL phosphor thin-film applications, a crystallized lattice is desirable be

cause; it improves carrier transport, allows light to be more efficiently out-coupled, 

and enhances luminescent impurity incorporation into the lattice. Effective flux 

ions diffuse readily into a host lattice, creating vacancies. The presence of va

cancies (especially cation vacancies) allows luminescent impurities to more easily 

diffuse into the lattice. The flux agent then assists in recrystallization, again by 

increasing the diffusivity of ions that are to be incorporated into the lattice. The 

resulting fluxed thin-film should have a well-distributed impurity concentration 

and be well-crystallized. 

Engineering the vacancy concentration in an ACTFEL phosphor film with 

charge compensators is another important flux application [30]. Luminescent 

impurities generally substitutionally replace a cation in a host lattice. If the 

impurity and cation do not have the same valence, a vacancy may be created in 

the lattice in order to maintain charge balance. 

For example, in SrS:Ce, Ce3+ ions substitutionally replace SrH ions in the 

lattice, yielding donors. This creates a charge imbalance which may correct itself 

by forming strontium vacancies (i.e. acceptors) in the lattice [31]. Such a process 

in which compensating vacancies form as a consequence of acceptor or donor 

doping is denoted self-compensation [32, 33, 34]. Note that in the SrS:Ce system 

self-compensation can be circumvented by K1+ co-doping; a K1+ ion sitting on 

a SrH site constitutes an acceptor; if an equal number of K1+ acceptors and 

Ce3+ donors are incorporated into the lattice, charge neutrality is achieved via 

donor-acceptor compensation instead of by vacancy self-compensation. 

Ideally donor/acceptor compensation is achieved by introducing equal con

centrations of luminescent impurity and charge compensator into the film. In 

reality, the fluxing nature of the charge compensating ions allows them to readily 
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diffuse in the film so that they often end up at grain boundaries or in clusters. 

Therefore, the flux concentration initially introduced is usually larger than the 

luminescent impurity concentration. 

Altering the vacancy concentration in a phosphor film by adding charge com

pensating flux agents can also result in a shift in the emission spectrum of the 

luminescent impurity. Work by Li and Keszler illustrates this principal in SrS:Cu 

powders [35]. Their work shows that adding Na flux to SrS:Cu powders shifts the 

photoluminescent (PL) spectrum from blue to green. They conclude that added 

fluxes with a +1 valence act as acceptors and initiate the creation of compensat

ing sulfur vacancies. The observed PL color shift from blue to green is due to a 

pairing of Cu1+ ions (acting as acceptors on a SrH site) and S vacancies (acting 

as donors). The Cu ion in the Cu - Vs pair experiences a weaker crystal field than 

a 6-coordinated Cu, and therefore undergoes a red-shift. 

Li and Keszler's work was extended to SrS:Cu ACTFEL devices by Keir et al. 

[19]. In this work, a blue SrS:Cu,F ACTFEL device with a chromaticity of CIE 

coordinates (0.164, 0.268) is shifted to green with the addition of alkaline metal 

fluorides, the most effective being KF producing a shift to coordinates (0.289, 

0.596). The same Cu - Vs pair theory is used to explain Keir's thin-film results. 

Green Cu emission from a SrS:Cu,K ACTFEL device originates at a Cu1+-Vs 

complex. KF fluxing of the SrS:Cu film increases the number of sulfur vacancies, 

resulting in more Cu - Vs complexes, and thereby shifting the spectrum to green. 

Another example of color-shifting using flux dopants is given in the work of 

Velthaus et al. which investigates SrS:Ce [31]. In this case, Ag is fluxed into the 

ACTFEL device to blue-shift the greenish-blue emission of SrS:Ce. Ag1+ sitting 

on a SrH site acts as an acceptor, charge compensating for the Ce3+ impurity ion 

which also sits on a SrH site and acts as a donor. This extrinsic compensation 

results in bluer SrS:Ce ACTFEL devices than normally observed. 

Fluxes are also sometimes used in ACTFEL devices to achieve luminescent 

energy-transfer. Energy-transfer refers to a down-conversion process in which a 
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high energy photon emitted from one luminescent impurity is used to excite a 

second luminescent impurity. This type of interaction occurs in CaS:Eu,Ce ACT

FEL devices; when a Ce3+ impurity is impact excited and subsequently decays 

back to it's ground state, it emits a high energy photon which is then absorbed 

by a Eu2+ impurity which decays, resulting in red luminance. 
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Chapter 3 


Experimental Technique 


This chapter introduces some of the techniques used in fabricating and char

acterizing ACTFEL devices. 

3.1 Processing 

This section is devoted to a brief discussion of processing technologies used 

in the fabrication of novel ACTFEL phosphors. This section is not meant to be 

comprehensive; a more thorough treatment of various processing methods can be 

found in the "Silicon Processing for the VLSI era" series by Wolf and Tauber 

[36]. 

3.1.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition 

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is often used to deposit insulators and 

ACTFEL phosphor materials. The primary steps of a CVD process are as fol

lows: The CVD chamber is initially evacuated to a base pressure. The evacuated 

chamber is subsequently backfilled with process gases necessary for the desired 

reaction. Reactant and inert process gases are usually introduced into the CVD 

reactor at a flow rate established by a mass flow controller (MFC). The reactant 

gases in the chamber diffuse to the substrate. The gas molecules then migrate 

along the surface, and chemically react with one another to form a film. By

products from the chemical reaction and excess gas molecules desorb from the 

surface and are pumped out of the chamber. Thermal energy for the reaction at 

the surface of the substrate is supplied by a substrate heater. 
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Figure 3.1. Surface processes of relevance in chemical vapor deposition. 

An example of a typical CVD process is shown in Fig. 3.1 which illustrates 

the deposition of Silicon dioxide (Si02 ) by the following reaction: 

(3.1 ) 

One type of CVD process is plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD). PECVD utilizes a plasma to supply energy, in addition to thermal en

ergy from a substrate heater, to enhance the chemical reaction rate at the surface 

of the growing film. A plasma, or more precisely a glow discharge, consists of a 

mixture of neutral gas molecules, ions, free radicals, and electrons. Electrons, en

ergized by an electric field, collide with gas molecules and; impact excite (causing 

light emission), impact ionize, or elastically deflect from larger atomic, molecular, 

or ionic species [37]. In this way, energy is coupled to the molecules and ions 

which react at the surface of the substrate. 

In the case of PECVD, the gas reactants are components of the glow discharge 

and as such arrive at the substrate with sufficient energy to react and form a film. 

PECVD can be performed at much lower substrate temperatures than traditional 
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CVD, making it attractive for processing which would be adversely affected by a 

high temperature. 

Another type of CVD process is denoted atomic layer epitaxy (ALE). ALE 

has been used to create high quality phosphor, insulator, and conductor thin-films 

for ACTFEL device applications [38, 39]. ALE thin-films tend to be highly con

formal and to have a low defect density which is especially important in insulator 

films to enhance the reliability of the ACTFEL device. An ALE run consists of 

an alternating introduction of two or more gas species into the chamber. Each in

troduced species tends to react only with dissimilar atomic species present on the 

surface of the substrate and not with itself. In this way a single atomic layer of the 

reactant species is deposited on the substrate surface. The first gas is purged from 

the system and a second reactant species, which reacts with the newly deposited 

layer (but again, not with itself) is introduced. The result is an atomic layer of 

the desired compound. It is not difficult to see how this process results in highly 

defect-free films. One of the drawbacks of ALE deposition is a long development 

time to determine appropriate precursor gases. Another negative aspect is the 

slow deposition rate since at least two system purges must occur for each atomic 

layer of a compound. 

3.1.2 Sputtering 

One of the most common thin-film deposition techniques, sputtering, is often 

used in ACTFEL processing because of its inherent ability to deposit compounds 

with good stoichiometry. This is a necessary trait for phosphor films which consist 

of both a host compound and a luminescent impurity. The sputtering process be

gins with generation of a glow discharge as a source of high energy ions. The glow 

discharge is initiated by introducing a gas between two electrodes and applying a 

voltage to the electrodes. The energetic ions are directed at a target composed of 

the material to be deposited. Target atoms are dislodged by the bombarding ions 

and transport away from the target in all directions including toward the sub
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Figure 3.2. RF sputtering system. 

strate. The substrate is heated so that arriving atoms migrate to lattice positions 

and form a film. The area just in front of the target is known as the dark space. 

Most of the voltage applied to the electrodes is dropped across the dark space. 

Positive ions in the glow discharge are attracted to a negatively charged cathode 

and electrons are repelled. Since electrons are lighter, and therefore move faster, 

there is a net accumulation of positively charged ions in front of the cathode which 

enhances the electric field. This area is dark because the enhanced electric field 

accelerates electrons rapidly, so much so that if they collide with an atom they 

cause impact ionization instead of excitation. The target is placed at the cathode 

and the substrate at the anode. This brief summary of the sputtering process 

describes a direct current (DC) sputtering system. DC sputtering, however, is in

effective as a deposition technique for insulators. Since three of the five layers in 

an ACTFEL device are insulators, an alternative sputtering method is required. 

The source of the difficulty in sputtering insulators is related to the self

sustaining nature of the glow discharge. When ions from the glow discharge hit 

the target surface, they often cause the emission of secondary electrons in addition 
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to target atoms. These secondary electrons enter the dark space and are rapidly 

accelerated toward the anode, providing a source of electrons to sustain the glow 

discharge. If the target being sputtered is an insulator, once secondary electrons 

are removed they cannot be replaced and a positive charge builds up on the target 

surface. Eventually the positive charge building up at the cathode brings it close 

enough in potential to the anode that the glow discharge is extinguished. 

Insulating targets can be sputtered with a radio frequency (RF) voltage 

source. RF sputtering employs an alternating polarity voltage source so that 

electrons move back and forth between the two electrodes and do not need to be 

supplied by the target. The minimum required voltage frequency is determined 

by the time it takes to build up positive charge at the negative electrode and 

extinguish the glow discharge, which is I-lOllS. 13.56 MHz has been federally 

designated as a frequency for RF sputtering systems to prevent interference with 

other radio signals. A self-bias is generated by the build up of negative charge 

on the target surface, again the result of electrons traveling faster than heavier 

ions. This self-bias directly in front of the target aids in the acceleration of ions 

to sputtering velocities. 

Another way to make up for the lack of secondary electrons in insulating tar

gets, and thereby open up sputter deposition as an ACTFEL fabrication process, 

is to add electrons from an external source. Ion beam sputtering creates and sus

tains a glow discharge using an electron emitting filament. Ions are extracted from 

the glow discharge and accelerated toward a target. The accelerating ions then 

sputter the target in the usual way [40, 41, 42]. An illustration of an ion-beam 

sputtering system is shown in Fig. 3.3. Ion beam sputtering allows a pressure 

differential to exist between the glow discharge chamber and the target chamber. 

Deposition can therefore occur at lower pressures than DC or RF sputtering which 

means fewer contaminants and faster deposition rates. Positive charge from the 

bombarding ions typically builds up on the surface of an insulating target, neces

sitating a second electron emitter to neutralize the target. 
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Figure 3.3. Ion beam sputtering system. 

Sputtering is often used in phosphor processing because of its fitness to deposit 

compounds. Since atoms are physically removed with an excess of energy from the 

target, differences in chemical properties of molecules do not preclude them from 

being simultaneously sputtered. Ideally, the sputtering system self-compensates 

for different material sputtering rates since as anyone atom is preferentially re

moved from the target surface its concentration is reduced, making removal of the 

other target components more likely. This process is not necessarily sufficiently 

self-compensating to retain target stoichiometry in the film, but initial target sto

ichiometry can be adjusted to compensate. The many control parameters in a 

sputtering process mean that thickness and thin-film properties can be easily ad

justed. Disadvantages of sputtering include high cost, slow deposition rate, the 

necessity of target preparation which in some cases can be a lengthy effort, and 

the requirement of a relatively high pressure in the chamber to sustain the glow 

discharge which can result in film contamination. 
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3.1.3 Evaporation 

Many types of conducting and insulating thin-films potentially useful in ACT

FEL device fabrication can be evaporated. Additionally, a significant fraction of 

phosphor materials can be evaporated thus offering a wide range of device fabri

cation possibilities. Evaporation is an expeditious thin-film processing technique 

and, as such, is ideally suited for a research environment (and is commonly used in 

manufacturing as well). Evaporation can be accomplished by heating a material 

to its vaporization temperature with either a current or an electron beam. 

Material to be thermally evaporation is placed in a boat, usually tungsten 

since it is highly refractory and unlikely to cause contamination. The boat is 

heated by passing a current through it, which causes the material in the boat to 

vaporize. Alternatively, the material can be placed in a crucible made of any num

ber of materials including alumina or carbon, which is held by a wire or boat and 

evaporated in the same manner. The vaporized material deposits onto a substrate, 

the temperature of which can be elevated. Evaporation occurs in high vacuum so 

contamination from background gases is minimized. Simple thermal evaporation 

is limited by two factors; the melting point of the boat and the conductor holding 

the boat, and the thermal conductivity of the material and its surroundings. 

An alternative to thermal evaporation is electron beam (e-beam) evaporation 

which utilizes an e-beam to heat the material to be deposited. Again, the material 

is vaporized and deposited onto a substrate. In the case of e-beam evaporation, 

only the top surface of the source material is heated, so contamination from the 

crucible is minimized. E-beam evaporation can be employed to deposit more 

refractory materials than thermal evaporation since it is able to heat the material 

efficiently and in a localized manner. It is also easier to deposit compounds 

since an e-beam tends to give the material sufficient energy to evaporate more 

congruently. E-beam systems do not have the simplicity of a thermal evaporator 

and in order to evaporate the powder form of a material it must be pressed and 

sintered into dense pellets. 
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Evaporation has a speed advantage over other deposition techniques since 

very little preparatory work is needed for materials (with the exception of e

beam pellet formation) and the actual process time can be very fast. However, 

highly refractory materials cannot be evaporated, uniformity is typically poor, 

and it is difficult to control evaporation rates and therefore composition. In a 

manufacturing environment, run-to-run consistency is low compared to sputtering 

or CVD. 

3.1.4 Annealing 

A processing step common to many deposition techniques is a post-deposition 

anneal. The as-deposited thin-film is usually not well crystallized and an anneal

ing cycle is required for crystallization. There is a great deal of evidence that the 

brightness and efficiency of ACTFEL devices is increased with an increased poly

crystalline grain size [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. An effective method for post-deposition 

annealing is via rapid thermal annealing (RTA). An RTA cycle quickly reaches the 

desired temperature and stays there for only a short time, which allows the glass 

substrates used in ACTFEL devices to withstand a higher temperature than can 

be applied, without warpage, in a traditional furnace anneal. Furnace annealing 

is not without a place in ACTFEL processing; materials may form better crystal 

lattices if annealed for multiple hours in a furnace and high volume manufacturing 

is most efficiently accomplished via furnace annealing. 

3.2 Characterization Techniques 

Once fabricated, ACTFEL device operation must be evaluated. ACTFEL 

device operation is often assessed using the test circuit shown in Fig. 3.4 (nor

mally called the Sawyer-Tower arrangement) [48]. The test circuit consists of 

an arbitrary waveform generator which produces a trapezoidal waveform used to 

stimulate the device, shown in Fig. 3.5, a high voltage amplifier, a resistor used 
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Figure 3.4. Sawyer-Tower test circuit. 

to limit current to the device, and a sense capacitor. Device operating parameters 

can be determined optically, electro-optically, and electrically. Optical data is 

obtained from the face of the device with external light sources minimized. Raw 

data for electrical characterization is gathered at VI, V2, and V3 as indicated in Fig. 

3.4. The most common techniques to characterize ACTFEL devices are briefly 

summarized in the following section [49]. 

3.2.1 Optical Characterization 

Optical characterization of an ACTFEL device is accomplished by measuring 

its spectrum and brightness. A light spectrum measures the relative luminance 

versus wavelength of light emitted. Data is generally limited to the visible and 

near UV /IR wavelengths. The spectrum is used to determine the chromaticity 

of light emission as well information about which energy states are transition

ing (by comparing known energy levels of the given luminescent impurity). The 

chromaticity is evaluated as a set of x and y CIE coordinates. 
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A brightness measurement gives the amount of light emitted normal to the 

surface of the device, per unit surface area of the device and is given in units 

of Candela per square meter (cd/m2 ) or Ft. Lambert (fL). Brightness in an 

ACTFEL device is voltage and frequency-dependent [9]. Data is typically taken 

at a frequency of 60 Hz and a voltage of 40 V over threshold, and therefore 

called L40, to aid in comparison of results between researchers. Brightness is also 

dependent on the shape of the applied voltage waveform; unfortunately there is 

little consensus on this parameter in reported results. Both spectral and brightness 

resul ts reported in this work are measured using a Photo Research 650 spectro

photometer. 

3.2.2 Electro-optical Characterization 

Electro-optical characterization involves measurement of an optical output 

as a function of an electrical input. Brightness-voltage and efficiency-voltage are 

common electro-optical measurements [8]. 

Brightness-voltage (B-V) characterization, also called luminance-voltage (L

V), is performed by recording the steady state luminance in the device, as a 

function of the applied voltage. The B-V curve typically shows an initial steep rise 

in luminance at threshold. The luminance slope decreases shortly after threshold 

and transitions to a constant slope with increasing applied voltage. 

Efficiency, TJ, is calculated by dividing luminance by power input. 

TJ = 7r~ (lm/W) 

(3.2) 

The 7r factor accounts for light output at viewable angles other than normal to 

the surface (which is what the B-V measurement obtains). Power density is com

puted from the input current and voltage [8, 50]. A typical efficiency curve shows 

a decrease in efficiency with an increase in voltage just above threshold. This 

decrease in TJ reflects the decrease in slope of the B-V curve just above threshold. 
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Figure 3.5. Applied voltage waveform. 

The efficiency also decreases with the frequency of the driving waveform since, 

although luminance increases, power input must increase faster with frequency. 

3.2.3 Electrical Characterization 

Electrical characterization can take many forms, the most common being 

charge vs. voltage (Q-V), capacitance vs. voltage (C-V), charge vs. phosphor 

field (Q - Fp), and maximum external charge vs. maximum voltage (Q~ax-Vmax) 

plots [49]. 

An external charge versus instantaneous voltage plot (i.e. a Q-V plot) shown 

in Fig. 3.6, is taken using one applied voltage waveform [8, 51, 52]. Steady 

state is first established in the device. The Q-V plot is then traced in a counter

clockwise direction. The letters on the plot correspond to points on the applied 

voltage waveform in Fig. 3.5. Point A represents the beginning of the positive 

voltage pulse. The charge measured at point A is a polarization charge left at the 
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Figure 3.6. Typical Q-V plot of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. 

phosphor/insulator interface from the previous pulse of opposite polarity. The 

rising edge of the voltage pulse spans points A-C, with point B the voltage at 

which the device reaches turn-on (Vio). The applied voltage is held constant from 

points C-D; since electrons continue to move across the phosphor the internal 

electric field decreases. The charge transfered while the electric field is diminishing 

is termed relaxation charge. Charge transported across the phosphor during the 

active portion of device operation is conduction charge and is measured between 

points Band D. The applied voltage decreases from points D to E, and the applied 

voltage remains at zero from points E to F. Leakage charge emitted between 

points E and F reduces the polarization charge built up for the next voltage pulse 

of opposite polarity. The remaining curve is traced during the negative voltage 

pulse and is analogous to the positive half just reviewed. 

Capacitance-voltage (C-V) data is obtained from a derivation of the Q-V 

curve. Although the data is not new, the presentation makes certain aspects of 

the device's behavior easier to see. Fig. 3.7 shows a typical C-V curve. The 
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Figure 3.7. Typical C-V plot of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. 

capacitance before Vto is a series combination of the capacitance of the thin-film 

insulators and the phosphor layer. Above vto, when the phosphor layer begins 

to conduct, the capacitance will ideally be the series combination of just the two 

insulators. A C-V graph is rarely ideal, however, and the non-idealities yield ad

ditional information about the device [51, 53, 54, 55]. A measured capacitance 

greater than that calculated from expected physical dielectric constants and thick

nesses of the constituent thin-films indicates the existence of space charge in the 

device [56, 57]. If the measured capacitance is smaller than that calculated the 

phosphor layer is not completely shunted and the conduction current is limited. 

The shape of the C-V curve near vto also gives information about whether elec

trons are being sourced from the bulk, or primarily from interface states. 

The internal charge versus phosphor field (Q - Fp) curve constitutes another 

manipulation of the Q-V data. A Q - Fp plot is traced clockwise and the lettering 

and charges correspond to those of the Q-V curve. The data has been transformed 

in a Q - Fp graph to reflect all charges as internal charges for direct comparison 
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Figure 3.8. Typical Q - Fp plot of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. 

with one another [58, 59]. In addition the comparison of charge to phosphor field 

instead of applied voltage clarifies some of the ACTFEL device physics. The 

phosphor field is calculated from the applied voltage and material parameters of 

the thin-films. 

A typical external transferred charge-maximum applied voltage (Q:nax- Vmax ) 

plot from a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 3.9. This plot is generated by 

recording the maximum external charge for each applied voltage pulse (evaluated 

at the top right corner in the Q-V plot of Fig. 3.6 for the positive pulse). As 

the applied voltage is ramped, the maximum external charge at each voltage 

constitutes the Q:nax - Vmax curve. The two important aspects of this curve are: 

the inflection point, and the slope of the curve. 

The inflection point where the curve changes slope, can be interpreted as the 

threshold voltage of the device since it is the point where charge begins to move 

across the phosphor. The slope of the curve above threshold indicates how ef

ficiently charge is transferred across the phosphor. If the slope is less than the 
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Figure 3.9. Typical Q~ax - Vmax plot of a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. 

insulator capacitance (slope < Gi ), the phosphor layer is not fully shunted, indi

cating poor charge transfer. If the slope is greater than the insulator capacitance 

(slope> Gi ), some form of carrier multiplication and trapping is occurring, indi

cating the formation of space charge. If the slope equals the insulator capacitance 

(slope = Gi ), the phosphor layer is conducting and no space charge is being cre

ated; this situation occurs for sufficiently large overvoltages (e.g. at 200V in Fig. 

3.9). 
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Chapter 4 


Electroluminescent Phosphor Development 


This chapter introduces and evaluates ACTFEL devices fabricated with novel 

ACTFEL phosphor materials. 

4.1 YV04 : Eu as an ACTFEL phosphor 

4.1.1 Motivation for YV04 : Eu 

Oxides are not traditionally considered appropriate ACTFEL phosphor mate

rials because of their typically large band gaps. This assumption has been recently 

challenged by the emergence of a number of bright EL devices fabricated with ox

ide materials. Zinc germinate doped with manganese (ZnGe04 : Mn) gives bright 

green emission, as does zinc silicate also doped with manganese (ZnSi04 : Mn) 

[60]. Minami summarizes a few of these EL oxide phosphors and reports spectra 

and brightness values [61]. 

Yttrium oxide-based phosphors have been used extensively as cathodolumi

nescent phosphors. Yttrium vanadate doped with europium (YV04 : Eu) was 

reported in 1964 by Levine and Palilla [62] who introduced it as a red-emitting 

cathodoluminescent phosphor for color television. They found the material to 

have a dominant spectral peak at 612 nm and CIE coordinates of (0.670, 0.330), 

using a material doped with 5% Eu (they found little difference from 3-10%). 

YV04 as the preferred host for the Eu3+ ion was superseded four years later by 

yttrium oxysulfide (Y20 2S) investigated by Royce et at. [63]. Yttrium tungstate 

(Y2(W04)J) doped with Eu3+ was presented by Kano et at. [64] much later. Both 
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of these materials gave successively brighter emission with identical spectral char

acteristics. More recently, Tseng et al. [65] initiated another study on Y20 2 S : Eu 

as a pressed powder film and reported cathodoluminescence and photolumines

cence with emission lines at 616 and 626 nm. 

All of these Eu-doped phosphors luminesce near the characteristic 612 nm line 

emission of Eu3+. This 612 nm emission characteristic is relatively independent 

of the phosphor host because Eu3+ luminescence arises from a shielded 4f -+ 4f 

transition. Specifically, the 612 nm emission arises from a 5 Do -+ 7F2 transition, 

an electric-dipole emission that is allowed when there is no inversion symmetry in 

the surrounding lattice [15, 17]. 

Their use in cathodoluminescent (CL) applications, coupled with recent en

couraging ACTFEL oxide phosphor results, suggests that yttrium oxide com

pounds should be further investigated as ACTFEL phosphor materials. An inves

tigation into yttrium oxide-based ACTFEL devices has been undertaken by Sowa 

et al. [66]. This study evaluates a Y20 2S : Eu device with a ZnS injection layer, 

producing a hot-carrier injection type ACTFEL device. Dim red emission of 2 

cd/m2 was obtained at a driving frequency of 10 kHz. No reports have been found 

of attempts to fabricate ACTFEL devices using YV04 : Eu despite this materials 

excellent brightness and chromaticity in both cathodoluminescent and photolu

minescent applications. In order to evaluate the possibility of a red-emitting EL 

phosphor from this material, the following study is performed. 

4.1.2 YV04 : Eu Sample Preparation 

YV04 : Eu devices are fabricated with the standard ACTFEL device struc

ture of Fig. 2.2. A thin-film of the transparent conductor ITO is sputter deposited 

onto a glass substrate. Following this a bottom insulator of aluminum titanium 

oxide (ATO) is deposited by ALE. These two layers are deposited at Planar Sys

tems. The YV04 : Eu film is RF sputtered from one of two targets which contain 

either 1% or 2.5% EU203. 
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Figure 4.1. Capacitance-voltage plot of a YV04 Eu ACTFEL device using 
maximum applied voltages of 180, 190, and 200 V. 

The target material was prepared and cold-pressed by Judith Kissick of the 

OSU Chemistry Department. The YV04 : Eu material was formed from sto

ichiometric amounts of Y20 3, N H4 V03, and EU203 powders fired together at 

1000°C for 2-3 hours. The target was then pressed and sintered at 1200°C for 48 

hours. The target is sputtered in a mixture of 80% argon and 20% oxygen with 

a background pressure of 30 mT. Material is deposited at a rate of 2 nm/min 

to a thickness of 200-300 nm while the substrate is slowly passed in front of the 

target to improve film quality. After phosphor deposition, the device is RTAed for 

2 minutes at 750°C in an oxygen ambient. A top insulator of SiON is deposited 

via PECVD with a thickness of 200 nm, and a top conductor of aluminum is 

thermally evaporated to an approximate thickness of 200 nm. 
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4.1.3 YV04 : Eu Results and Discussion 

Excellent photoluminescence is observed for all YV04 : Eu samples fab

ricated. PL is visible as deposited, and is bright red after annealing. However, 

despite the encouraging PL, no electroluminescence is observed for any YV04 : Eu 

ACTFEL device tested. Initial electrical characterization of YV04 : Eu ACT

FEL devices shows evidence of low-field conduction. This trend can be most easily 

seen in the C-V curve of Fig. 4.1. As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, a rise in the 

measured capacitance indicates that the phosphor layer is beginning to conduct 

charge. Comparison of a C-V curve from a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device (Fig. 3.7) 

to Fig. 4.1 indicates that the phosphor layer of the ACTFEL device shown in 

Fig. 4.1 begins to conduct at a comparatively small applied voltage, and has a 

very gradual slope. Charge that traverses the phosphor under low field conditions 

is not able to gain enough energy from the applied electric field to impact ex

cite luminescent impurities, and is therefore useless from an ACTFEL operation 

standpoint. 

Low field conduction can occur if electrons are present in shallow traps in the 

phosphor or at the phosphor/insulator interface. Shallow traps coupled with a 

yellow-tinge to the film suggests that the YV04 layer may be non-stoichiometric. 

A vanadium deficiency was postulated as the source of the non-stoichiometry. In 

an effort to correct this, a thin-film of vanadium oxide (V20 5 ) was deposited on 

top of the sputtered device before the annealing step and fluxed into the YV04 

film. The V20 3 flux was found to suppress some of the very low-field conduction 

characteristics, but did not result in visible EL. 

A typical Q-V plot for a YV04 : Eu device is shown in Fig. 4.2. Compare 

this curve to the typical Q-V curve for a ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device shown in Fig. 

3.6. Conspicuously missing in Fig. 4.2 is point B, the turn-on voltage, where the 

phosphor layer begins to conduct an appreciable amount of charge. Instead, the 

Q-V curve is constant throughout the rising edge portion of the applied voltage 

waveform. 
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Figure 4.2. Charge-voltage plot of a YV04 : Eu ACTFEL device. 

The apparently lazy conduction in the YV04 : Eu ACTFEL devices studied 

corresponds to a device operating by bulk charge injection. In an interface in

jection ACTFEL device, like ZnS:Mn, as the field increases a point is reached at 

which a significant number of carriers can be emitted from interface states into 

the phosphor bulk. In a ZnS-type ACTFEL device there are far fewer bulk traps 

than interface traps and the bulk traps that exist are scattered throughout the 

phosphor layer [57, 67]. Carriers sourced from bulk traps are emitted at varying 

applied voltages, depending on the local field, and do not traverse the entire phos

phor thickness, decreasing the kinetic energy of the electron and the probability of 

luminescent impurity impact excitation. Therefore, the lack of an abrupt turn-on 

voltage in YV04 : Eu ACTFEL devices suggests bulk-sourced charge from rel

atively shallow trap states. It should be noted that the maximum fields present 

in the phosphor layer of the YV04 : Eu ACTFEL devices are easily as high as 5 

MV/cm, and would be sufficient to emit electrons from all but very deep interface 

states if they existed. 
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Figure 4.3. Q~ax-Vmax plot of a YV04 : Eu ACTFEL device. 

Note that all of the Q-V curves shown in Fig. 4.2 are hysteretic, so it is 

apparent that some conduction current does flow across the phosphor. The nearly 

vertical jump in the Q-V curves near the maximum applied voltage indicates that 

most of the current is due to relaxation charge, meaning that this charge flows 

when the applied voltage is at its constant, maximum value. The transfer of 

charge at the maximal applied voltage causes the phosphor field to relax. 

Another indication that these YV04 : Eu ACTFEL devices source charge 

mainly from the phosphor bulk instead of from interface states, is the fact that the 

polarization charge is constant as seen in the Q-V curve of Fig. 4.2. Polarization 

charge arises from the build up of conduction electrons trapped at interface states 

[49, 52]. As the maximum applied voltage to the YV04 : Eu device increases, 

there is a limit to the number of interface states available to be filled and thus a 

constant amount of polarization charge. 

Compare this plot to Fig. 3.9 which is a typical Q~ax - Vmax curve for a 

ZnS:Mn ACTFEL device. The constant slope seen in the YV04 : Eu Q~ax-Vmax 
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plot (Fig. 4.3) clearly indicates non-abrupt charge transfer. In fact, the constant 

slope of the Q~ax - Vmax curve indicates that transferred charge capacitance is 

constant, which means that the YV04 never conducts sufficiently to shunt the 

phosphor layer. 

Additional evidence that EL performance, or lack thereof, of YV04 : Eu 

ACTFEL devices appears to be related to transport, not luminescent impurity 

properties is given from attempts to co-dope YV04 : Eu with alternative lumi

nescent impurities such as Er, Ho, or Mn. ACTFEL devices co-doped in this 

manner have all failed to produce any visible luminescence. These impurities are 

added to the YV04 : Eu film by flux doping as follows. After sputter deposi

tion of YV04 : Eu, a thin layer of the desired impurity is thermally evaporated 

onto the sample. The impurity ions diffuse into the YV04 host lattice during a 

750°C RTA. The lack of EL from the co-doped YV04 : Eu ACTFEL devices, 

coupled with the observed bright PL of the phosphor film indicates that it is the 

electrical characteristics, more specifically poor electron injection and transport, 

and not some aspect of the luminescent impurity which is the root of the poor EL 

performance. 

No visible EL was observed from any of the sputter deposited YV04 : Eu 

ACTFEL devices fabricated in this study. The low-field conduction observed 

in these devices may be due to non-stoichiometry or crystal defects, and as such 

could probably be eliminated with further process optimization. It seems unlikely, 

considering the non-abrupt turn-on characteristics that may indicate a charge in

jection deficiency, that a traditional injection-type ACTFEL device will be viable. 

However, the lack of an abrupt turn-on represents a serious obstacle to using 

YV04 : Eu as an ACTFEL phosphor material. 

4.1.4 YV04 : Eu Conclusions 

If a lack of interface states is the EL-limiting factor in YV04 : Eu devices, 

it should be possible to fabricate injection-type ACTFEL devices. Injection-type 
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Figure 4.4. ACTFEL device with injection layer. 

devices, shown in Fig. 4.4, consist of a doped phosphor that is buffered by undoped 

ZnS layers used to inject charge into the device. As mentioned earlier, a device 

of this type was successfully fabricated with Y202 : Eu [66]. However, issues of 

matching threshold voltage and maximum phosphor field limit the brightness of 

these devices. 

4.1.5 YV04 : Eu Conclusions 

A novel ACTFEL device which utilizes bright PL emission and could therefore 

induce luminescence from a YV04 : Eu thin-film is discussed by Young-Jae Cho 

et at. [68]. The thin-film stack starts with a UV-emitting EL phosphor. A second 

phosphor thin-film which exhibits bright PL is deposited over the UV emitting 

layer. The PL of the top phosphor layer is excited by the EL ofthe lower phosphor 

layer. YV04 : Eu is highly suited for this sort of device since its PL emission 

is strong. Cho's study includes YV04 : Eu excited by UV EL emission from a 
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GdCl3 thin-film, and reports a luminance of 50 cd/m2 @ 5 kHz. Studies of this 

alternative ACTFEL device may prove fruitful but it is likely that the overall 

efficiency will be low since two luminescent processes are necessary for visible 

emission. 

4.2 CaS:Pb as an ACTFEL phosphor 

4.2.1 Motivation for CaS:Pb 

Lead (Pb), used as a luminescent impurity, is known to emit in the UV to blue 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum [15]. Both SrS and CaS have been of some 

interest as host materials for lead-based luminescent materials. Luminescence of 

Pb as a luminescent impurity in SrS, SrSe, CaS, and CaSe powders was extensively 

studied by Yamashita et al. in the late 70's and early 80's [69, 70]. Their work 

treated the question of emission from monomer or dimer centers. A monomer 

is a single Pb ion substitutionally incorporated into the lattice, while a dimer 

is a complex of two Pb ions near one another in the lattice. Yamashita's work 

concluded that UV emission results from Pb monomers and visible blue emission 

originated at Pb dimers. Initial work on CaS:Pb as an electroluminescent material 

was presented by Nykanen et al. [71] in 1992. ALE devices were fabricated with 

4-6% Pb which resulted in 450 nm blue emission, but the luminescence was a 

low 2.5 cd/m2 @ 300 Hz. Poelman et al. [72] later fabricated CaS:Pb ACTFEL 

devices using an electron beam technique; again a very weak blue EL was obtained 

this time with a broad spectrum. The latest and most remarkable paper on 

CaS:Pb was presented by S. Yun et al. who reported blue EL at 440-460 nm 

with CIE coordinates (0.14, 0.10) and a brightness of 80 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz [73]. 

However, efficiency values were not reported and it has since become clear that 

these spectacular brightness values were obtained at an extremely high power, as 

the ACTFEL insulators were found to be leaky. In order to explore the viability 

of this phosphor system, a study of CaS:Pb was undertaken. 
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4.2.2 CaS:Pb Sample Preparation 

CaS thin-films are e-beam evaporated, CaS e-beam pellets are produced by 

Ben Clark of the OSU Chemistry Department. CaS is formed by firing calcium 

oxide in a H2 S environment for 2 hours at 1200°C. The calcium sulfide powder is 

then cold-pressed into pellets and sintered up to 1400°C. 

CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices are fabricated using the standard ACTFEL device 

structure shown in Fig. 2.2. To deposit the phosphor film, a CaS pellet is e-beam 

evaporated while a lead compound is thermally co-evaporated from an alumina 

crucible. The concentration of lead in the sample is established by the evaporation 

rates of the CaS and Pb sources. The glass substrate, pre-coated with an ITO 

transparent conducting layer and an ATO insulating layer, is held at a temperature 

of 300°C during evaporation. After phosphor deposition the film is RTAed at 

810°C for 2 1/2 minutes in an argon ambient. A silicon oxynitride insulator is 

PECVD deposited on top of the phosphor with a substrate temperature of 350°C. 

Finally, an Al patterned top conductor is thermally evaporated onto the sample. 

Flux doping studies of e-beam evaporated CaS:Pb thin-films are conducted 

using the half sample technique [9]. After phosphor deposition, one half of a I" x 

I" glass substrate is covered and a thin-film of a fluxing compound is thermally 

evaporated onto the uncovered half. When the sample is annealed, the flux diffuses 

down into the phosphor film. In this manner, a comparison of fluxed and unfluxed 

devices on the same substrate can be made, minimizing the amount of process 

variation between ACTFEL devices. 

A similar study of flux doping of sputtered CaS:Pb thin-films was undertaken 

in conjunction with S. Sun of Planar Systems. CaS:Pb samples are sputtered by 

S. Sun at Planar Systems, from a target of CaS doped with PbS, and a GaS flux 

agent. The target was prepared by Jim Kane of the Sarnoff Research Center, 

Princeton N.J. The flux doping study performed at OSU on sputtered samples 

also utilizes the half sample fluxing technique. 
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Figure 4.5. EL spectrum of an e-beam evaporated CaS:Pb ACTFEL device. 

4.2.3 CaS:Pb Results 

Optimization of emission from e-beam evaporated CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices 

is accomplished by first undertaking a study of lead sources. ACTFEL devices 

containing PbS, PbCI2 , and PbF2 dopants are compared. The brightest emission 

is seen from devices fabricated using a lead chloride (PbCI2 ) source. Therefore, 

PbCl2 is the lead source used for all in-house CaS:Pb samples subsequently fab

ricated in this study. 

The emission spectrum from an e-beam evaporated CaS:Pb ACTFEL device 

is shown in Fig. 4.5. This spectrum shows a broad blue emission with three 

dominant spectral peaks at 420, 450, and 485 nm. The CrE coordinates for this 

sample are (0.193,0.204). The middle peak at 450 nm in this evaporated CaS:Pb 

spectrum compares to the emission from most other published data on CaS:Pb 

[71, 73]. The possible origin of the side peaks at 420 and 485 nm is discussed in 

Section 4.2.4. 
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The next level of optimization of CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices relates to the lead 

concentration in the phosphor film. Lead dimers have been suggested to be respon

sible for blue emission [69, 70], and Nykanen et al. report maximum brightness at 

high lead concentrations of 4-6 %, while Poelman et al. and Yun et al. argue re

spectively that large Pb concentrations are harmful because of; clustering, which 

leads to green-red emission, or crystallinity disruption [71, 72, 73]. It is likely 

that an unusually large impurity concentration would be desirable if it could be 

reliably incorporated to maximize dimer formation. A concentration study based 

on the ratio of evaporated PbCl3 to CaS from 1 % to 6% was performed. The need 

for a fairly large Pb concentration is confirmed by the maximum L 40 brightness 

of 1.29 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz obtained from a sample fabricated with an evaporation 

ratio of 3% PbCl3 . Note that the actual Pb concentration in the film is probably 

somewhat less than 3% since the substrate is heated. 

The final area of optimization attempted with e-beam evaporated CaS:Pb 

ACTFEL devices concerns the addition of flux dopants into the CaS:Pb thin-film. 

Co-evaporation of potassium chloride (KCI) or sodium chloride (NaC!) during 

phosphor deposition has a positive effect on the ACTFEL device brightness, in

creasing the L 40 brightness from 1.29 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz to 3.24 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz. Flux 

layer doping of KCI or NaCI also increases the brightness, but it is less effective 

than flux dopant incorporation via co-evaporation, resulting in a maximum L 40 

brightness of 2.3 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz. Sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices fabricated 

by Planar Systems have EL emission from a dominant peak at 420 nm, as shown in 

Fig 4.6. The measured luminance from sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices of 3-4 

cd/m2 @ 1 kHz is comparable to the luminance of 1 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz obtained from 

unfluxed e-beam deposited CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices. The spectral character and 

chromaticity of the sputtered films are slightly different than the violet emission 

of e-beam evaporated samples as seen in Fig 4.5. The single dominant emission 

peak at 420 nm from sputtered CaS:Pb films is at a slightly shorter wavelength 

than previously reported CaS:Pb emission [71, 73]. 
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Figure 4.6. EL spectrum of a sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL device. 

In an attempt to increase brightness and compare sputtered CaS:Pb samples 

to e-beam deposited CaS:Pb samples, several sputtered films are subjected to a 

flux doping study. Since the sputtered CaS:Pb films had already been deposited, 

flux doping via co-evaporation was not possible. Thus, this study was conducted 

using the half sample flux layer doping technique. An increase in the L 40 bright

ness from 2.52 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz to 4.80 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz is observed for a sputtered 

CaS:Pb sample flux doped with a KCI layer. This increase in brightness is similar 

to that observed for e-beam deposited samples flux doped with KC!. Flux layer 

doping using NaCI did not improve the brightness of sputtered CaS:Pb films. The 

brightest sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL device measured is 4.99 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz, 

using KCI flux layer doping. 
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4.2.4 CaS:Pb Discussion 

The origin of the side peaks at 420 and 485 nm in the e-beam evaporated 

CaS:Pb samples shown in Fig. 4.5 is not clear. It may be a result of non-uniformity 

of the crystal field with the side peaks due to Pb monomers, dimers, or clusters 

in a variety of lattice configurations. If this is the case the number of side peaks 

should increase with increasing lead concentrations, and the resultant increase of 

irregular Pb formations. In support of this theory Poelman et at. suggest that the 

green-red EL emission that they observe as the Pb concentration is increased is due 

to the formation of Pb clusters [72]. However, emission at high Pb concentrations 

is weak and therefore additional spectral peaks are not observed. It is likely that 

the Pb distribution in sputtered CaS:Pb films is more consistent than that of e

beam deposited films due to the nature of the sputtering process, which is very 

effective at randomizing the distributing of target atoms in a depositing thin-film. 

In the case of evaporated samples, Pb is co-evaporated with the CaS thin-film, 

making the formation of Pb clusters more likely. A better distribution of Pb 

ions in the CaS lattice will produce fewer variations in emission and hence the 

side peaks should be, and are, greatly reduced in the sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL 

device shown in Fig. 4.6. 

The decrease in brightness seen in CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices fabricated at 

evaporation ratios of PbCl2/CaS greater than 3% is probably due to concentra

tion quenching [74]. Concentration quenching occurs at high luminescent impurity 

concentrations where rapid resonant transfer between nearby luminescent impuri

ties allows the excitation energy to non-radiatively decay; this non-radiative decay 

is most likely due to the presence of a nearby defect [15, 17]. 

Flux introduced into the CaS:Pb thin-film can increases luminance by acting 

as both a diffusing agent and a source of space charge. The first role of a flux in im

proving the performance of a CaS:Pb ACTFEL device is probably to enhance the 

mobility of Pb in the film, and thus encourage formation of Pb dimers necessary 

for blue EL emission. Flux-introduced donors are believed to create acceptor-like 
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calcium vacancies in the lattice [32, 33, 34]. The Pb ion probably diffuses by 

second nearest-neighbor hopping on cation sites. Therefore, additional calcium 

vacancies should increase the mobility of the lead ions by providing pathways for 

the diffusing impurity. Calcium vacancies are also responsible for positive space 

charge in the device. Space charge will enhance the phosphor field in portions 

of the phosphor and therefore induce a higher kinetic energy in the traversing 

electrons, meaning that more electrons will be energetic enough to excite the high 

energy blue transitions of Pb dimers. 

Although both methods increase the brightness of evaporated CaS:Pb ACT

FEL devices, co-evaporation of KCl or NaCl is found to be more effective than 

flux layer doping. Keir theorizes that in SrS films co-evaporation of KCl pref

erentially incorporates Cl into the film because of the formation of volatile K 2 S 

[9]. Keir also asserts that flux layer doping of KCl is more likely to incorporate 

both Cl and K into the film since only a small amount of K 2 S formation is likely 

to occur at the film surface. Although Keir's arguments were invoked to explain 

SrS fluxing trends, they should also apply to CaS. If Cl is incorporated into the 

CaS thin-film, it can substitutionally replace a sulfur ion and act as a donor. To 

maintain charge neutrality in an insulating material, donors must be compensated 

by a like number of acceptors. If a flux-introduced acceptor, like K, is not present, 

acceptors will most likely take the form of Ca vacancies. A flux dopant method 

such as KCl co-evaporation which preferentially adds Cl will therefore be more 

effective at creating Ca vacancies. Thus, co-evaporation of KCl (or NaCl) is ex

pected to result in more mobile Pb and greater amounts of space charge than flux 

layer deposited KCl (or NaCl). 

The luminance increase in sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices doped with 

KCl can also be attributed to an increase in calcium vacancies leading to a greater 

number of Pb dimers and space charge. The ineffectiveness of NaCl as a flux layer 

dopant may be a result of the small size of Na. Since Na is smaller than K it 

will be more likely to diffuse into the CaS:Pb film and incorporate into the lattice 
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along with CI, adding both donors and acceptors to the phosphor film. Fewer 

unpaired CI donors may mean less efficient vacancy creation and less mobility 

enhancement. 

4.2.5 CaS:Pb Conclusions 

The low brightness of the CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices studied is insufficient 

to warrant future investigation. The maximum brightness of the e-beam CaS:Pb 

ACTFEL devices prepared was 3.24 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz, using a 3% evaporation 

ratio of PbCl2 to CaS with a KCI co-evaporation. The maximum brightness of 

sputtered CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices measured was 4.99 cd/m2 @ 1 kHz with a 

KCI flux layer. The brightness of CaS:Pb is believed to be limited at low lead 

concentration by the number of lead dimers formed and at high lead concentration 

by concentration quenching. Unless dimers can be preferentially formed even more 

efficiently than what is achieved using KCI co-evaporation, the brightness of this 

material is expected to remain low due to the trade off between dimer formation 

and concentration quenching. 

4.3 BaS:Eu as an ACTFEL phosphor 

4.3.1 Motivation for BaS:Eu 

As mentioned in the previous YV04 : Eu section, europium (Eu) has long 

been used as a red-emitting luminescent impurity for cathodoluminescent applica

tions. YV04 : Eu, Y20 2S : Eu, and Y(W03 )4 : Eu have already been discussed 

in Section 4.1. These phosphors luminesce via emission from the EuH ion. The 

europium ion is also commonly found in the Eu2+ valence state. Typically triva

lent Eu is found in host materials with a corresponding trivalent cation, such as 

yH. Similarly, divalent Eu is found in host materials with divalent cations [75]. 

One of the most widely studied red-emitting EL materials, CaS:Eu, is based 

on the emission of Eu2+. Eu2+ has a 5d -+ 4f luminescent transition giving it a 
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crystal field dependent emission spectrum (unlike Eu3+). When Eu2+ is placed in 

the crystal field of a CaS lattice the ion produces red luminescence from a broad 

emission peak at 650 nm [76, 77J. The color and brightness of the CaS: Eu2+ 

emission made it an intensely studied ACTFEL phosphor for some time [78, 79J. 

After much work, it was finally concluded that stability issues, in addition to 

the refractory nature of CaS, made this phosphor unattractive to pursue as an 

ACTFEL display material. 

Barium sulfide, BaS, is an ACTFEL phosphor that may be appropriate as 

a Eu host. One of the attractive features of BaS is a relatively low melting 

temperature. The lower melting temperature aids in the manufacturability of 

the material for ACTFEL applications. The increased size of the BaS lattice 

compared to the CaS lattice translates into a reduction in the crystal field in BaS 

with respect to CaS. Theoretically, a change in crystal field should cause a shift 

in the emission spectra from a crystal field dependent substitutional luminescent 

impurity, like Eu2+. If the crystal field is reduced, as is the case in the CaS to BaS 

transition, the emission from the luminescent impurity should shift to a higher 

energy emission [15, 16J. This section presents an investigation of BaS:Eu as a 

red ACTFEL phosphor which can be processed at a low annealing temperature. 

4.3.2 BaS:Eu Sample Preparation 

BaS:Eu ACTFEL devices are fabricated in the standard structure as dis

cussed in Section 4.2.2. BaS is synthesized by Ben Clark and cold-pressed into 

BaS e-beam pellets. The BaS source material is formed from Ba(C03 ) which is 

fired at 950°C for 2 hours with H2 S. The BaS e-beam pellets are sintered up to 

1400°C. ITO/ ATO coated glass is used as a substrate. An e-beam evaporated 

BaS film is co-evaporated with a EuS or EuF3 dopant source. This structure is 

topped with a SiON thin-film insulator and a patterned aluminum layer. 
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Figure 4.7. EL spectrum of a BaS:Eu ACTFEL device doped with EuS. 

4.3.3 BaS:Eu Results 

An EL spectrum from an e-beam evaporated BaS:Eu ACTFEL device is 

shown in Fig. 4.7. The europium source used as the thermal co-evaporant in 

this sample is EuS, chosen because of availability as well as matching of the Eu2+ 

valence to the Ba2+ valence. CIE coordinates for this BaS:Eu spectrum are (0.524, 

0.417), which corresponds to an orange light emission. 

It appears that the spectral features displayed in Fig. 4.7 are from both 

Eu2+ and Eu3+ emission. The large, relatively narrow, peak at 612 nm, which 

dominates the spectrum corresponds to emission from the Eu3+ ion. The shoulder 

at 580 nm is probably the principal Eu2+ emission, blue shifted in the BaS host 

from its position at 640 nm in CaS. The smaller side peaks at 545 and 655 nm 

are also due to Eu2+ emission, while the 705 nm peak is from the Eu3+ ion. 

The EL spectrum shown in Fig. 4.8 is from another BaS:Eu ACTFEL device 

doped with EuF3 . The 612 nm peak of Eu3+ is clearly dominant. Two of the 
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Figure 4.8. EL spectrum of a BaS:Eu ACTFEL device doped with EuF3 . 

Eu2+ emission peaks, at 580 and 655 nm, are visible in Fig. 4.8, but their contri

bution is drastically reduced compared to the previous spectrum (Fig. 4.7). The 

CIE coordinates of the BaS: EuF3 ACTFEL device of Fig. 4.8 are (0.616, 0.372), 

which are red-shifted from the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.7. Further optimization 

of red-emitting BaS:Eu using EuF3 as a dopant source show a maximum lumi

nescence at a evaporation ratio of 3% EuF3 to BaS (from a study of 1 % to 4%). 

The L40 , 60 Hz brightness of the best BaS: Eu3+ ACTFEL device fabricated is 

0.8 cd/m2. 

A C-V plot from a BaS:Eu ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 4.9. This plot 

exhibits capacitance overshoot. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, C-V overshoot is 

evidence of dynamic space charge in the ACTFEL device. A device fabricated 

using KCl co-evaporation shows a reduction in this overshoot, as indicated in Fig. 

4.10. This decrease in C-V overshoot was not accompanied by a major change in 

the emission characteristics; both devices have EL spectra similar to that shown 

in Fig. 4.8 and a L 40 brightness of approximately 0.2 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz. 
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Figure 4.9. Capacitance-voltage plot of a BaS:Eu ACTFEL device using maxi
mum applied voltages of 125, 145, 165, and 185 V. 

4.3.4 BaS:Eu Discussion 

A substitutional Eu ion sits on a cation site in the host lattice and will 

adopt the valence of the host cation that it replaces. In a BaS host the Eu 

ion will replace a Ba2+ cation and adopt a 2+ valence state. If the Eu ion is 

initally 3+ it will reduce to 2+ when substituted onto a Ba site [17, 80]. The 

most likely explanation for Eu3+ emission from BaS:Eu ACTFEL devices is the 

formation of a separate complex of Eu (for example EuF3 or EuCI3) within the 

BaS host. Eu3+ emission when EuF3 is used as a dopant source suggests that Eu is 

incorporating in a non-substitutional manner, probably as a precursor complex of 

EuF3. The observation of Eu3+ emission when EuS is used as a dopant source also 

indicates a non-substitutional incorporation, in this case it may be an impurity

related complex such as EU203 or EuCI3, although the source of oxygen, or other 

contaminant, is unclear. Assuming a contaminant is present the Eu2+ ion can be 

oxidized, so a Eu2+ dopant source does not preclude Eu3+ incorporation. 
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Figure 4.10. Capacitance-voltage plot of a BaS:Eu ACTFEL device 
co-evaporated with KCl using maximum applied voltages of 170, and 190 V. 

Eu3+ EL emission is not observed in other sulfide hosts. For example, SrS 

ACTFEL devices, fabricated using a similar process do not display Eu3+ emission 

[81]. The major difference in thin-film deposition methodology between SrS:Eu 

and BaS:Eu is the temperature of processing. SrS:Eu thin-films are deposited 

at a substrate temperature of 300°C and are annealed at an RTA temperature of 

810°C. BaS:Eu thin-films are deposited at a substrate temperature of 150° - 250°C 

and annealed at an RTA temperature of 550°C and films RTAed at 810°C lose 

structural integrity. Perhaps the lower temperature used to crystallize the BaS 

host is insufficient to distribute and/or break up luminescent impurity precursors. 

If this is the case, the brightness of ACTFEL devices deposited at low processing 

temperatures would be enhanced if an activation energy, from the plasma in a 

sputtering or CVD process for example, is furnished to the forming film. 

The reduction in C-V overshoot in the BaS:Eu ACTFEL devices deposited 

using co-evaporation of KCl (illustrated in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10) indicates that KCl 
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co-evaporation results in a reduction of space charge. As mentioned in Section 

4.2.4, co-evaporation of KCI results in a preferential incorporation of CI donors into 

the film due to a reaction which produces volatile K 2 S. CI donors incorporated 

into the film may be diffusing to the boundaries between the BaS lattice and the 

Eu sub-lattice. It is likely that numerous defects surround these Eu sub-lattice 

sites, and the introduction of CI may fill some of the vacancies and reduce the 

number of local electron traps. 

4.3.5 BaS:Eu Conclusions 

Red BaS:Eu ACTFEL devices have good color coordinates and an attractive 

low 550°C annealing temperature. However, the low brightness of 0.8 cd/m2 @ 

60 Hz achieved in this study, and the existence of Eu3+ emission suggests that 

these devices are non-optimized. Possible ways to improve the BaS:Eu ACTFEL 

performance include fluxing to better incorporate Eu into the BaS host or the use 

of activated deposition to improve Eu incorporation into BaS. 

4.4 SrS:Er,Gd as an ACTFEL phosphor 

4.4.1 SrS:Er,Gd Motivation 

Erbium, a member of the lanthanide series of rare earth elements, is an atom 

which, similar to Eu3+, exhibits luminescence from an intra-shell 4f -+ 4f transi

tion. As previously mentioned, a 4f -+ 4f luminescent transition is shielded from 

the crystal field by outer 5s and 5p electron shells [15, 17]. Electron shielding 

minimizes the ACTFEL host's influence on the spectrum of the luminescent im

purity. That said, the existence of high energy peaks in the EL spectrum of Er 

may still be host-dependent since energetic electrons must be available in the host 

in order to excite high energy luminescent transitions. 

Evidence has been presented that SrS is a better ACTFEL host material for 

blue emitting luminescent impurities than ZnS, due to a higher concentration of 
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hot-electrons. [82, 83]. Erbium-doped zinc sulfide has a spectra which mainly 

consists of peaks at 530, 550, and 660 nm [84,85]. The SrS:Er spectrum is similar 

to ZnS:Er but also exhibits an additional high energy peak at 380 nm[83, 86]. 

Recent work by Keir et at. shows a comparison of the spectra in both ZnS and 

SrS hosts [82]. His results, which support previous findings, show that the green 

emission which erbium produces in ZnS [CIE coordinates (0.309,0.652)] is blue

shifted to a greenish-blue color in SrS with CIE coordinates (0.284,0.580) and a 

L40 brightness of 10.21 fL (34.98 cd/m2 ) @ 1 kHz. 

Gadolinium, like lead, is known to emit UV to blue light when incorporated 

as a luminescent impurity in a phosphor [15]. Wickerscheim and Lefever, and later 

D'Silva and Fassel, report 315 nm emission from Gd3+ [87,88]. A precedent for Gd 

as an EL luminescent impurity has been set by Young-Jae Cho et at. who describe 

an ACTFEL device which uses the UV emission of SrS:Gd to excite PL from a 

second material [68]. After extensive optimization of the SrS:Gd UV emitter, 

they concluded that a GdC13 gadolinium source results in the most intense UV 

emission. 

As previously discussed in Section 2.5, a luminescent impurity can be used for 

energy transfer in a phosphor film. The example given was the pumping of Eu2+ 

emission in CaS by the additional doping of Ce3+. Excited Ce3+ ions may emit 

high energy photons which can be absorbed by the Eu2+ impurity, the energy 

of which can be subsequently re-emitted from the Eu2+ ion as red light (a lower 

energy photon). Gd3+, with its UV emission, is a good candidate for a luminescent 

co-activator to pump the emission of a second luminescent impurity. 

The blue EL emission of Gd may improve the chromaticity of the greenish-blue 

Er EL emission, while the UV EL emission from Gd may increase the brightness. 

In order to verify this supposition, SrS ACTFEL devices doped with both Er and 

Gd are fabricated. 
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Figure 4.11. EL spectrum of a SrS:Gd ACTFEL device. 

4.4.2 SrS:Er,Gd Sample Preparation 

SrS:Er,Gd samples are fabricated as standard ACTFEL devices similarly to 

the CaS:Pb devices of Section 4.2.2. SrS pellets are synthesized by Ben Clark 

of the OSU Chemistry Department from a strontium carbonate source which is 

fired at 1200°C for five hours, then cold-pressed and sintered up to 1400°C. The 

SrS:Er,Gd phosphor layer is deposited via a two step sequence. The SrS pellet is 

e-beam evaporated concurrent with the thermal evaporation of ErF3 . After the 

phosphor layer has been deposited a thin-film of the gadolinium source is deposited 

on half or all of the sample and is then fluxed into the SrS:Er film during a 2 1/2 

minute RTA anneal at 810°C. Observation of two distinct PL colors from a sample 

which was half fluxed with GdCl3 confirms that Gd is being incorporated into the 

film on one half of the sample. 

, , 
560 600 640 680 720 760 800 
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Figure 4.12. EL spectrum of a SrS:Er ACTFEL device. 

4.4.3 SrS:Er,Gd Results 

The EL spectrum of a SrS:Gd ACTFEL device, fabricated by co-evaporation 

using GdCl3 as a Gd source is shown in Fig. 4.11; this spectrum is obtained using 

the standard PR650 spectro-photometer used in the rest of this thesis work. UV 

emission from the SrS:Gd ACTFEL device is measured by Beau Baukol using a 

photo-multiplier tube and a monochromator. A UV peak is found in the SrS:Gd 

EL spectrum at 315 nm. The SrS:Gd spectrum of Fig. 4.11 shows a dominant 476 

nm emission, with smaller high energy peaks at 410 nm and 435 nm and a green 

peak at 515 nm. The CIE coordinates of this SrS:Gd ACTFEL device are (0.235, 

0.326) and the L40 brightness is 14.93 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz. GdCl3 is used as the Gd 

source in the majority of samples fabricated. The choice of Gd dopant source is 

based on the work of Cho et al. who assert that GdCl3 results in stronger UV 

emission than any of the other Gd sources investigated (i.e. GdCI3 , GdF3 , Gd20 3 , 
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For comparison purposes, the EL spectrum of a SrS:Er and a SrS:Er,Gd ACT

FEL device from the same substrate are presented. A SrS:Er phosphor layer is 

deposited by co-evaporation of SrS and ErF3 . A flux layer of GdCl3 is then de

posited on one half of this sample, resulting in two active areas on the sample with 

only the GdCl3 impurity differing between the two. The spectrum of an ACT

FEL device from the SrS:Er side (no Gd) is shown in Fig. 4.12. Emission consists 

of spectral peaks at 480, 525, and 552 nm which give the device a greenish-blue 

color with CIE coordinates (0.277, 0.390). An unoptimized L40 brightness of 1.7 

cd/m2 @ 60 Hz is obtained from this SrS:Er ACTFEL device. A spectrum from an 

ACTFEL device on the same sample which has the additional GdCl3 flux layer, 

is shown in Fig. 4.13. The spectral peaks of the Gd-enhanced device are now 410, 

430, 480, and 530 nm, producing a much bluer emission with CIE coordinates 

(0.208, 0.235). The L 40 brightness of the SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device is 1.5 cd/m2 

@ 60 Hz (again unoptimized), similar to the SrS:Er device. 

Optimization of the brightness and the chromaticity of a SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL 

device is based on a concentration study of both Er and Gd. A maximum bright

ness of 3.65 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz is measured from a sample with an evaporation ratio 

of 0.5% Er to SrS and a flux layer of 1 % GdCI3 . This sample had improved blue 

chromaticity, with CIE coordinates (0.17, 0.23). 

4.4.4 SrS:Er,Gd Discussion 

The EL spectrum of a dual-doped SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device has much bluer 

chromaticity than the spectrum of either of the constituents. The spectral peak 

at 480 nm is present in both the SrS:Er and the SrS:Gd ACTFEL devices and 

constitutes a significant portion of the SrS:Er,Gd spectrum. A major factor in 

the blue-shift observed in SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL devices compared to both SrS:Er 

and SrS:Gd is the large spectral peak at 430 nm. This pea~ corresponds to the 

SrS:Gd 430 nm peak, and perhaps also has some contribution from the SrS:Er 450 

nm peak. In addition, the lower wavelength peaks near 410 nm, which are quite 
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Figure 4.13. EL spectrum of a SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device. 

small for both SrS:Er and SrS:Gd, combine to form a significant 410 nm peak in 

a SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device. What is not readily apparent is whether the UV 

emission from Gd3+, which was the initial motivation for Gd as a luminescent 

co-activator, is a positive factor in the SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device. 

One of the major problems with these devices is stability. Devices are suscep

tible to burn-out spots and a slow ramping voltage was required during testing to 

prevent device failure. However, the stability issues are likely to be process-related 

and further study may result in the fabrication of more stable devices. 

4.4.5 SrS:Er,Gd Conclusions 

Investigation of SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL devices has resulted in several charac

teristics that deserve further study. A proof of concept has been presented for 

improved chromaticity of blue emission from an ACTFEL device when an addi

tional Gd3+ luminescent impurity is added to the film. Further study of Gd as a 
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co-activator in other blue ACTFEL phosphor materials may also be fruitful. The 

SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device may also find use as one component in a white colored 

ACTFEL device, due to its broad blue emission. 

Problems with the SrS:Er,Gd material include chromaticity and stability. The 

non-ideal blue chromaticity will limit direct applications of SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL 

devices in full color displays. Issues of stability are also of concern since burn-out 

problems may be inherent to the material. 

It is unclear at this point whether the UV emission from Gd is having a 

positive effect on the emission of SrS:Er,Gd. Future work could involve devising a 

method to test whether the UV portion of the gadolinium emission is having any 

pumping effect on the erbium emission. 

4.5 Holmium Doping Study 

4.5.1 Motivation for Holmium Doping 

The ability of an ACTFEL phosphor host material to excite blue, i.e. high 

energy, EL is dependent on the availability of high energy electrons. Evaluation 

of the energy distribution of electrons in a host, and specifically the high energy 

electron distribution, is therefore invaluable in assessing the fitness of a material 

for use as an ACTFEL phosphor host. 

One such electron distribution evaluation technique has been described by 

Keir et al. [82]. This technique consists offabricating a series of ACTFEL devices 

with one phosphor host material doped with different 4f -+ 4f intra-shell lan

thanide luminescent impurities; namely Er, Dy, Ho, Tb, and Tm and observing 

the emission from the shielded transitions. Since the 4f electron shell is shielded 

from the effects of the crystal field in the host lattice by outer 5s and 5p electron 

shells, the existence or absence of high energy spectral peaks is dependant on 

the relative high-energy electron distributions in the different host materials and 

branching ratios [82, 83]. 
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Figure 4.14. EL spectrum of a BaS:Ho ACTFEL device. 

Keir's study compared lanthanide emission in ZnS and SrS ACTFEL phosphor 

hosts. The differences seen, mainly a suppression of high energy peaks in ZnS when 

compared with SrS, indicate a deficiency in high energy electrons in the ZnS host. 

The following is an extension of this study which investigates an additional series 

of phosphor host materials in order to evaluate their suitability as ACTFEL hosts. 

Holmium (Ho) is used as the lanthanide luminescent impurity in this study based 

on its abundance of high energy EL emission peaks. 

4.5.2 Holmium Sample Preparation 

BaS, CaS, and CaSe ACTFEL devices are fabricated in the same manner as 

devices from Keir's study [82]. BaS and CaS source materials are formed from 

their respective carbonates and are annealed in an H 2S environment at 960°C 

and 1200°C respectively for 2 hours. Pellets are then cold-pressed and sintered up 

to 1400°C. CaSe pellets are cold-pressed from CaSe source material from Cerac, 
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Figure 4.15. EL spectrum of a CaS:Ho ACTFEL device. 

Inc., and sintered up to 1400°C. BaS, CaS, and CaSe pellets are then e-beam 

evaporated with a thermal co-evaporation of HoF3 . The Ho/sulfide evaporation 

ratio is 0.75%. The remainder of the device is the standard ACTFEL structure 

discussed in Section 4.2.2, with ITO / ATO, bottom conductor/bottom insulator 

thin-films, and SiON / AI, top insulator/top conductor thin-films. 

4.5.3 Holmium Doping Results and Discussion 

The EL spectrum measured from BaS:Ho, CaS:Ho, and CaSe:Ho ACTFEL 

devices are shown in Figs. 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16, respectively. The EL spectra 

from BaS:Ho and CaS:Ho ACTFEL devices (Figs. 4.14 and 4.15) both show a 

dominant spectral peak at 490 nm with smaller, higher energy spectral peaks 

visible at 425 and 465 nm. Lower energy emissions are seen at 550, 595, and 660 

nm. The spectra of BaS:Ho and CaS:Ho match that of a SrS:Ho ACTFEL device 

measured in Keir's study [82]. The ACTFEL hosts BaS and CaS, therefore, appear 
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Figure 4.16. EL spectrum of a CaSe:Ho ACTFEL device. 

to have adequately heated hot-electron distributions so that these phosphors are 

appropriate for blue ACTFEL phosphor applications 

In contrast, the EL spectrum from a CaSe:Ho ACTFEL device (Fig. 4.16) 

shows a definite suppression of the high energy portion of the Ho spectrum. The 

490 nm peak, while still visible, is no longer dominant. Additionally, the other 

high energy peaks are not visible in the CaSe spectrum. The lower energy peaks 

at 550 and 660 nm are visible, and indeed dominate this spectrum. However, 

the spectral peak at 595 nm is absent. The 595 nm Ho peak is attributed to 

the 5C4 -+ 516 electron state transition. This relatively long wavelength emission 

involves luminescent decay from one high energy state to a second high energy 

state. Therefore, this transition is only evident when high energy electrons are 

present to excite it. The absence of the 595 nm spectral peak is strong evidence 

that the differences seen between CaSe and other ACTFEL host materials are not 

merely branching ratio issues, but rather hot-electron deficiencies. The CaSe:Ho 

spectrum is similar to the ZnS:Ho ACTFEL device spectrum in Keir's study [82], 
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although the high energy portion of the spectrum is not as depressed in the CaSe 

host as it is in the ZnS host. Therefore, CaSe appears to be a poor choice as an 

ACTFEL phosphor for short wavelength (high energy) light emission because the 

hot-electron distribution is inadequately heated. 

4.5.4 Holmium Doping Conclusions 

This study provides further evidence for the viability of the lanthanide-doping 

method for determining the relative high energy portion of the electron distribu

tion in an ACTFEL host material. A comparison of spectra from Ho-doped BaS, 

CaS, and CaSe ACTFEL devices shows that BaS and CaS have more high energy 

EL emission than CaSe. This is attributed to a more heated hot-electron distribu

tion in BaS and CaS hosts compared to CaSe. Thus, this result indicates that BaS 

and CaS are more appropriate blue-emitting ACTFEL hosts than CaSe. Com

bining these results with those of Keir et at., BaS, CaS, and SrS appear to have 

adequately heated electron distributions for blue ACTFEL device applications, 

whereas CaSe and ZnS do not [82]. 

4.6 Additional ACTFEL phosphors 

4.6.1 BaS ACTFEL phosphors 

BaS is an infrequently studied ACTFEL phosphor host because of its poor 

performance in other display technologies. In an attempt to obtain a general 

overview of BaS as an ACTFEL host material, a series of BaS ACTFEL devices 

with various luminescent impurities are evaluated. 

The series of ACTFEL devices fabricated consists of BaS doped with Mn, 

Pb, Ag, and Sn. EL spectra for these films are shown in Figs. 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 

and 4.20. These ACTFEL device spectra have EL emission between 560 and 580 

nm, with a resulting orange light. An EL spectrum from an undoped BaS film 
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is shown in Fig. 4.21. The undoped device emission is dominated by a 560 nm 

peak. 

This series of luminescent impurities usually emit from red to blue in other 

ACTFEL hosts. Thus, the dominant orange emission found in all of these BaS 

devices is unexpected. The origin of this orange emission in doped and undoped 

BaS is unclear. One possible cause is an electron distribution which maximizes 

at 560 nm and is deficient in the blue portion of the spectrum. However, the Ho 

doping study of Section 4.6 excludes this as a possibility. 

A second possible cause of orange EL emission in BaS is a non-linear crystal

field effect. A blue-shift is expected with increasing lattice size, since a substitu

tional impurity ion will experience a lower crystal field. A red-shift is expected 

with increasing covalency between a substitutional luminescent impurity and the 

surrounding ligands (called the nephelauxetic effect) [89]. 

As an example of the nephelauxetic effect, O'Brien et al. theorize that the 

red-shift seen between the EL emission of SrS:Ce and BaS:Ce is a product of 

an increased covalency between the Ce luminescent impurity and S ligands in the 

BaS lattice, with respect to that same ligand bond in the SrS lattice [90]. Perhaps 

either increasing lattice size, or the nephelauxetic effect is at work in each BaS 

spectrum, shifting the spectrum either red or blue with a net result of orange 

emission from all the BaS spectra. This seems a highly unlikely explanation for 

the orange emission from BaS ACTFEL devices since the emission spectra is so 

consistently centered at 560-580 nm. Additionally color-shifts compared to other 

sulfide emissions, do not follow size trends, such as smaller impurity atoms being 

susceptible to the nephelauxetic effect and red-shifting and larger impurity atoms 

blue-shifting in accordance with larger lattice parameters. 

Another, more likely, source of orange EL emission from BaS ACTFEL devices 

IS an intrinsic defect or copper contamination in the film. The undoped BaS 

ACTFEL device EL spectrum supports this hypothesis, since it also exhibits a 

560 nm peak. However, undoped BaS emission is very· dim and tends to fade 
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Figure 4.17. EL spectrum of a BaS:Mn,KF ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4.18. EL spectrum of a BaS:Pb ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4.19. EL spectrum of a BaS:Sn ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4.20. EL spectrum of a BaS:Ag ACTFEL device. 
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Figure 4.21. EL spectrum of an undoped BaS ACTFEL device. 

to below measurable levels with short aging times. Thus, if an intrinsic defect 

or copper contamination is the source of orange emission it is being somehow 

enhanced by the introduction of a luminescent impurity into the film. 

4.6.2 CaS:Sm as an ACTFEL phosphor 

Trivalent samarium (Sm3+) is a lanthanide ion which emits in the red portion 

of the spectrum. Co-evaporation of CaS and SmF3 at a substrate temperature 

of 300°C and an RTA temperature of 810°C produces an ACTFEL device with 

the EL spectrum shown in Fig. 4.22 and an L 40 brightness of 3.58 cd/m2 @ 60 

Hz. The chromaticity (0.524, 0.431) of the spectrum shown in Fig. 4.22 is poor 

compared to the red ACTFEL device goal of (0.6, 0.3). 

The most interesting result of an investigation of this material involves flux 

layer doping with NaF. CaS is a refractory compound which typically requires 

annealing temperatures of 800°C or more for proper crystallization. A fluxed 
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Figure 4.22. EL spectrum of a CaS:Sm ACTFEL device. 

CaS:Sm,Na ACTFEL device RTAed at 810°C (the same anneal temperature of 

the unfluxed sample from above) experiences a three-fold increase in L 40 brightness 

to 10.57 cdjm2 @ 60 Hz. The increase in brightness is attributed to an increase 

in crystallinity in CaS, and EL emission is found to occur at a temperature as 

low as 650° C. A fluxed CaS:Sm,Na ACTFEL device RTAed at 650°C has an L 40 

brightness of 3.16 cdjm2 with the same spectral peaks as shown in Fig. 4.22. Note 

that both flux constituents Na1+ and F 1- are relatively small ions, and as such 

are probably efficient flux agents. A NaF flux layer may be useful in enhancing 

crystallinity in CaS thin-films doped with other luminescent impurities and used 

as ACTFEL phosphors, that were previously discarded due to high temperature 

requirements. 
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Figure 4.23. Phosphor sandwich fluxing technique. 

4.6.3 CaSe:Cu as an ACTFEL phosphor 

The chromaticity of EL emission from the Cu ion is dependent on the ACT

FEL host into which it is substituted. BaS:Cu as an ACTFEL phosphor emits at 

approximately 580 and 620 nm [9]. EL emission from SrS:Cu occurs with peaks 

at approximately 465 and 490 nm [9]. A CaS:Cu ACTFEL device fabricated prior 

to this study exhibits dominant EL emission at 456 nm with a significant side 

peak at 505 nm. The general trend is that the spectrum shifts in the blue direc

tion as the host changes from BaS to SrS to CaS, corresponding to a decrease in 

lattice size and an increase in crystal field. CaSe has a lattice constant of 0.5927 

nm, which falls between the lattice constants of SrS (0.6019 nm) and CaS (0.5697 

nm), this means that the emission spectrum of CaSe:Cu should also fall between 

that of SrS:Cu and CaS:Cu [15]. In order to test the theorized blue emission of 

CaSe:Cu, ACTFEL devices are fabricated using a phosphor sandwich technique, 
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Figure 4.24. EL spectrum of CaSe:Cu ACTFEL device. 

as illustrated in Fig. 4.23. In this technique a thin layer of a copper compound 

is first thermally evaporated onto the ITO/ATO substrate. Next, the CaSe film 

is deposited on top of the first copper compound layer. Finally, a second thin, 

thermally evaporated, layer of the copper compound is deposited. The resulting 

thin-film stack is shown in Fig 4.23. When the device is RTAed, copper ions diffuse 

from the copper compound layers into the CaSe film. This method of introduc

ing impurities into a phosphor layer is more reproducible than the co-evaporation 

method [9]. 

The EL spectrum from a CaSe:Cu ACTFEL device is shown in Fig. 4.24. The 

EL spectrum consists of a dominant emission at 480 nm with a shoulder at around 

505 nm, and a second peak at 560 nm. This second peak is often significant in 

the spectrum. The CaSe:Cu ACTFEL device gives very dim blue emission of 2 

cd/m2 @ 5 kHz. 

The dominant 480 nm peak in CaSe:Cu falls between the 490 nm peak of 

SrS:Cu and the 437 nm peak of CaS:Cu. This was the theorized result from the 
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CaSe host, which is between SrS and CaS in size. The origin of the 560 nm peak 

is unclear. 

The Ho-doping study of Section 4.6 brings to light a deficiency in the high 

energy electron distribution in the CaSe material. The low concentration of high 

energy electrons with which to excite blue EL and the resulting dim blue light 

output suggests that CaSe:Cu is probably not a viable blue ACTFEL phosphor. 

The correlation between results of the Ho-doping study from Section 4.6 and 

the poor blue EL emission from CaSe:Cu is added evidence of the utility of the 

lanthanide doping method in predicting good blue EL host materials. 
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Chapter 5 


Conclusions/Recommendations for Future Work 


5.1 Conclusions 

A number of ACTFEL material systems have been investigated and sev

eral scenarios are proposed to explain some of their properties. Materials studied 

include YV04 : Eu, CaS:Pb, BaS:Eu, SrS:Er,Gd, BaS doped with various lu

minescent impurities, CaS:Sm, CaSe:Cu, and BaS, CaS, and CaSe doped with 

holmium. 

• 	YV04 : Eu 

A well known red CL phosphor with bright PL, YV04 : Eu appears to have 

poor charge injection and transport characteristics as an ACTFEL device. 

• 	 CaS:Pb 

Dim blue EL emission is observed from CaS:Pb ACTFEL devices. This 

poor EL performance is probably due to an inadequate number of dimer 

complexes formed at low Pb concentrations and concentration quenching at 

high Pb concentrations. 

• 	 BaS:Eu 

BaS:Eu ACTFEL devices fabricated show dim red EL emission arising from 

both EuH and Eu3+ ions. Eu3+ emission is not expected for Eu substitu

tion onto a BaH cation site; thus Eu3+ emission probably originates from 

impurity- or precursor-related complexes. It is suspected that this impurity

or precursor- related complex formation occurs because of the relatively low 

deposition and RTA temperatures used in BaS thin-film synthesis. 
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• SrS:Er,Gd 

The addition of Gd causes a blue shift in the spectrum of a SrS:Er ACTFEL 

device resulting in emission at CIE coordinates (0.208, 0.235). This blue 

shift is due to the enhancement of short wavelength peaks arising from Gd 

emission. Additionally, part of this blue-shift could be due to Gd-induced 

UV pumping of blue EL emission since Gd emits in the UV at 315 nm. 

• 	 Ho-doping 

By comparing the strength of high energy peaks of Ho doped into ACTFEL 

host materials it is found that BaS and CaS have hot-electron distributions 

energetic enough to induce blue EL emission. Furthermore, it is shown that 

the hot-electron distribution in CaSe is less energetic than BaS or CaS and 

is therefore not a good blue EL host material. 

• 	 BaS:X 

The EL spectra of BaS ACTFEL devices doped with Mn, Pb, Sn, and Ag 

as luminescent impurities all display orange emission. This is probably due 

to unintentional Cu contamination or the formation of an intrinsic defect. 

• CaS:Sm 

A threefold improvement in brightness (from 3.58 to 10.57 cd/m2 @ 60 Hz) 

with the fluxing of NaF into CaS:Sm ACTFEL devices is observed with an 

RTA temperature of 810°C. Of more interest however, is a brightness of 

3.16 cd/m2 which is obtained from a NaF fluxed CaS:Sm ACTFEL device 

RTAed at a temperature of 650°C. CaS:Sm emission is red with typical CIE 

coordinates (0.524, 0.431). 

• 	 CaSe:Cu 

CaSe:Cu is shown to be a poor blue ACTFEL phosphor. Its weak EL per

formance is attributed to an inadequately heated hot-electron distribution, 

as deduced from Ho doping studies. 
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

Additional research related to the following topics is warranted: 

The poor EL performance of BaS:Eu ACTFEL devices is attributed to com

plexes forming because of low deposition and RTA temperatures. These low pro

cessing temperatures are believed to result in increased incorporation of undesir

able impurities into the thin-film. This may be due to the higher sticking coef

ficient of a surface at a lower temperature, as well as the fact that an adsorbed 

precursor species is less likely to dissociate at a lower temperature. Therefore, 

future work should explore the use of activated deposition methods (e.g. sputter

ing, ion-assisted deposition, activated evaporation) to more efficiently incorporate 

Eu, or other luminescent impurities, into the BaS thin-film without introducing 

undesirable impurities. Since a higher RTA temperature does not appear to be 

optimal for BaS, it may be desirable to increase the deposition temperature and 

keep the RTA temperature low, as most of the impurities are likely to be incorpo

rated during thin-film deposition. The challenge is to maintain thin-film integrity 

as well as the low-temperature processing advantages of BaS, but simultaneously 

improve the BaS EL performance. Further investigation of the BaS host is also 

needed to fully understand the source of the dominant orange emission. 

Gd doping of SrS:Er leads to a variety of possible future experiments. Addi

tional research needs to be conducted to determine whether UV emission from the 

Gd3+ ion is having a positive pumping effect on blue EL emission. Additionally, 

the observed blue-shift in going from SrS:Er to SrS:Er,Gd suggests that the ad

dition of Gd to other ACTFEL phosphors may also lead to a blue-shift. Finally, 

note that the SrS:Er,Gd ACTFEL device blue emission is quite broad (i.e. cen

tered at 470 nm with a half-width extending from approximately 400 to 540 nm). 

The broad nature of the SrS:Er,Gd emission suggests that it could be useful as 

one half of a white ACTFEL device if its brightness can be sufficiently increased. 

The observed decrease in the crystallization temperature of a CaS:Sm ACT

FEL device when NaF is used as a flux is very encouraging. Future work should 
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explore NaF fluxing with other CaS ACTFEL materials such as CaS:Cu. Addi

tionally, the effect of other alkaline metal fluoride fluxes (e.g. KF and LiF) should 

be investigated. 
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